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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Members have no doubt noticed by now
that the November 1975 issue was
cancelled. In accordance with postal
regulations, this issue continues the
consecutive numbering of the volumes
and is, thus, Number 4 of Volume XVI,
where ordinarily the February issue
would be the first number of a new
volume.
The decision to cancel the November

issue was made in order to effect some
organizational changes which, it is
hoped, will enable this periodical to
publish reasonably close to schedule
beginning with the May 1976 issue. In
order to compensate for the missing
issue, this issue and the next will be
exceptionally large.
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A Composers Guide to the Recorder

for Robert Starer

The standard orchestration texts do
not describe or even the mention the
recorder: it is not a member of the
orchestra. In my experience, very few
composers are well acquainted with
the recorder's characteristics—no
place exists to easily obtain the
information they need to write effec-
tively for the instrument.
This article contains such informa-

tion as to benefit composer and
player alike. Some introductory des-
criptive material is elementary to
recorderists, but much additional
material is unavailable elsewhere. So,
if you are a recorderist interested in
composing or transcribing music or
perhaps better understanding any
contemporary music you may already
own, there is much here you may find
useful.
Charts 3, 6, and 7 detailing

underblown harmonics, multiphon-
ics, and closed-bell notes are used by
permission of Pete Rose, who first
made them available at his November
1975 New York Recorder Guild
workshop "Possibilities for the Recor-
der in Contemporary Music."

Instrument

Sopranino in f"
Soprano in c"
Alto in f'
Tenor in c'
Bass in f
Great bass in c

A Brief History

By the middle of the eighteenth
century the recorder was becoming an
obsolete instrument, a casualty of the
evolution of musical taste towards a
preference for increasing brilliance of
both tone and technique. In particular
i: had been the flute with its greater
resources of dynamic shading which
replaced the recorder.
But the flute of the eighteenth

century resembles the modern, cylin-
crically bored metal flute only in the
method of tone production and
certain aspects of appearance—the
earlier flute, wooden, one keyed, and
conically bored, is sweeter toned,
softer, and in certain ways less agile
tnan the modern flute with its Boehm
mechanism.*
The modern recorder, however,

quite closely resembles the Baroque
recorder in tone, and is identical as to
mechanism. The chief distinction is
cne of pitch, Baroque recorders being
cften tuned to a' =415 Hz, a semitone
below modern pitch. These low-pitch
recorders have a darker tone.

Length in Inches Actual Sound

9 octave above written notes
12 octave above written notes
18 as written
24 as written
36 octave above written notes
48 octave above written notes

 4

BOB MARGOLIS
Composer and virtuoso recorderist.

The Recorder Family

The present-day recorder family is
a large one. The approximate lengths
and transposition of recorders are
shown at the bottom left. (The great
bass and sopranino are less often
seen, but are not rare.)
There is a thumb hole on the back

of the instrument plus seven holes
running down the front, the bottom
two usually being double holes, plus a
hole at the bottom, the bell hole. The
instrument is usually in three sec-
tions, tuning within the range of
approximately a quarter tone being
accomplished by pulling out the top
section.
Uncommon sizes currently avail-

able are the Baroque-pitch soprano in
c", sounding a major seventh above
written notes; Baroque-pitch alto in
f', sounding a minor second below
written notes; Baroque-pitch tenor in
d' (voice flute), sounding a minor
second below written notes; Baroque-
pitch tenor in c', sounding a minor
second below written notes. Of these,

*A flute which combines many of the
tonal characteristics of the Baroque
flute, and all the mechanical advan-
tages of the modern flute is the
conical Boehm flute (usually wooden,
occasionally metal, and, in its most
recent form, with metal head joint).
While not as sweet-toned as the
Baroque flute, it is sweeter and softer
than the modern metal flute. Conical
Boehm flutes may be obtained from
Brannen Bros., Stow, Massachusetts.
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the Baroque-pitch alto is most often
seen.
Renaissance-design recorders cur-

rently available, usually at modern
and sometimes at other pitch levels,
are restricted to a compass of one
octave plus a major sixth, and found
in c" soprano, f'alto, c'tenor, and f
bass sizes. Uncommon is the sopra-
nino in f". Rare are: sopraninos in c"
(garkleinflotlein), a", and g", so-
pranos in d", and altos in g'. Exceed-
ingly rare is the great bass in F (over
six feet high). Renaissance-design
recorders are less reedy in tone (fewer
partials), louder overall, and perhaps
better suited to closed-consort music
(consorts of only recorders) than
Baroque recorders.
At one time a soprano in a' and alto

in d' (both lying a minor third lower
than today's standard soprano in c"
and alto in f') were available.
Fully ninety-nine percent of all

modern recorders are of Baroque
design at modern pitch. Amateur
players usually own soprano, alto,
and tenor, and with increasing fre-

quency, bass. Professional players
add sopranino to these, and less
frequently, great bass.

Transposition and Notation

The recorders are classed as non-
transposing instruments, parts always
being written at concert pitch. Players
learn two sets of fingerings, one for F
instruments and one for C instru-
ments, and make the necessary
transposition automatically so that all
recorders sound at concert pitch, i.e.,
"ih C."
Parts for sopranino and soprano

recorders are written in treble clef
with a small "8" above the clef to
indicate that notes sound an octave
higher than written. (Therefore, for
these instruments notes are written an
octave lower than they sound.)
Alto and tenor are notated in treble

clef, sounding as written.
Bass and great bass are written in

bass clef with a small "8" above the
clef to indicate that notes sound an
octave higher than written. (There-

CHART 1

Standard Range

Given in standard recorder notation. See text: "transposition and Notation."

--3-rôtJiossinC 

fore, for these instruments notes are
written an octave lower than they
sound.)

Range

Refer to Chart 1.

Registers

Refer to Chart 2. There are four
registers, one fundamental and three
overblown. The overblown registers
are produced by partially uncovering
the thumb hole, tonguing slightly
harder and increasing breath pressure
somewhat.
On all recorders the fundamental

register extends upwards one octave
plus a major second, as reckoned
from the lowest note of the instru-
ment.
The first overblown register (reck-

oned from the lowest note of the
instrument) extends from one octave
plus a minor third to one octave plus
a major sixth.
The second overblown register

from one octave plus a minor seventh
to two octaves.
The third overblown register from

two octaves plus a minor second to
two octaves plus a minor third.
The total compass of normal tones

(tones not requiring closed bell) is
thereby two octaves plus a minor
third.
The boundaries between registers

are called breaks. Notes slurred
across registers invariably produce a
"click" sound. It is easier to slur from
a higher to a lower register than vice
versa. While crossing the various
register breaks presents difficulties of
coordination for beginners, good
players can make these transitions
smoothly.

Agility

Wide skips between registers (for
tongued notes) are idiomatic for the
instrument. In the easiest keys (C
Major for F instruments and G Major
for C instruments) the recorder is as
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agile as the flute in scales, arpeggios,
and passage work.
Chromatic scale passages are not

idiomatic, but are possible. It is a
matter of the skill of the player.
Beginners will have considerable diffi-
culty with fast chromatic passages as
chromatic scales are not part of the
usual technical trainirg for the recor-
der.
Double and triple tonguing pro-

duce a light sound, and are more
easily accomplished on the recorder
than any other woodwind. Maximum
velocity varies with the individual
player and is not much limited by the
instrument itself. The pattern for
double tonguing is usually given as
d-g d-g. The pattern for triple
tonguing is usually given as d-g-d
d-g-d although this presents two
consecutive single tongues (the two
d's) and impairs maximum speed. The
pattern for triple tonguing d-g-d-g-d-g
yields maximum speed (no single
tonguings present). Note that the d's
will be accented in preference to the
g's: therefore the articulation pattern
chosen will be in part dictated by the
musical sense of the passage.
The normal articulation is the

consonant d. Recorder legato is a
very mild d: the effect is of tones
barely touching one another with a
continuity approa:hing legato
(slurred). Notate by legato dashes
over each note and tne specification
recorder legato." Sometimes incor-

rectly called portato, which it is not,
recorder legato is ana_ogous to string
loure bowing. The recorder's staccato
is light and easily produced (notate
with a dot over each rote as is usual).

Commonly Seen Tonalities

The most often-seen keys for F
recorder are: Major—C, G, F, B Flat;
Minor—A, E, D, C. C, F. For C
recorders: Major—G, D, C, F; Minor
—E, A, D. Flat keys appear more
often than sharp keys Beginners may
find difficult keys containing more
than one accidental; even experienced
players may be unaccustomed to keys

of more than four accidentals. Rough-
ly speaking, the greater the number of
accidentals in the key signature, the
more difficult the technique, minor
keys always being more difficult
than their relative major keys. Re-
mote keys are not recommend for fast
music.

Effect of Tonality on Timbre

The greater the number of accident-
als, the greater the number of forked
fingerings required (and the more
difficult the technique). But with
increased use of forked fingerings
there is a change of tone color:
fork-fingered notes are less focused or
darker sounding than notes which do
not require forked fingerings.

Trills and Tremolo

All trills are possible except: C
irstruments—low c to c sharp, low d
to d sharp; F instruments—low f to f
sharp, low g to g sharp. The
effectiveness of trills depends upon
the skill of the player: some trills
require the movement of but one
finger, others are quite awkward

Key to Fingering System

To OF RECORDER

0 0 is thumb

finger combinations or movements of
several fingers.
Within the fundamental register

tremolos of up to a major sixth are
possible; in the first overblown
register a major third is the safe limit.
Tremolos between two registers
ought not to exceed a major third: the
effect is quite chirpy as there are as
many "clicks" as notes.

Idiosyncrasies of the
Various Recorders

Sopranino: The tones of the funda-
mental register are weak, the over-
blown registers being the more char-
acteristic and useful in a traditional
context. The tone of these high
registers is sweeter and more delicate
than the corresponding tones of the
piccolo.
Soprano: The compass is similar to

the piccolo, but the tone of the
fundamental register is surprisingly
full and strong. Do not take inexper-
ienced players above the second g as
they tend to play much too loudly. It
is difficult to play the highest notes
softly.

1
2 1, 2, and 3, are first three fingers of left hand.
3
4
5 4, 5, 6, and 7 are first four fingers of right hand.
6
7
Bell Bell is closed by bell key, player's knee, or thigh. See text.

BOTTOM OF RECORDER

A diagonal slash through a number thus: 0 means "half"-hole.

Cover only holes listed for a given fingering. E.g.: "012"—cover only 012
holes.
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Alto: The most popular recorder,
the tone being well balanced through
its range, but do not take inexper-
ienced players above the second
e-flat.
Tenor: The richest-sounding recor-

der, its best tone lying in its
fundamental register. Notes ap-
proaching the top of the first over-
blown register become progressively
more breathy—so do not treat the
tenor recorder as though it were a
flute which becomes progressively
brilliant as . it ascends through its
compass. The opposite is true. For
agility and brilliance of tone in upper
registers choose the alto in preference
to the tenor. Do not take inexper-
ienced players above the second g.
Note that the lowest c-sharp is
sometimes missing from the instru-
ment.
Bass: A very quiet instrument, its

fullest tone is in its fundamental
register, high notes are breathy—an
asset or liability, depending upon
context. Direct-blow basses are pref-
erable to basses equipped with a
crook [bocal], and Renaissance-de-
sign basses are considerably richer-
sounding than Baroque-design basses.
Do not take inexperienced players
above the second c. Note that the
lowest f-sharp is frequently missing.
Great bass: Quieter than the bass,

more usually used for its lowest notes
as the highest notes become breathy
quickly. Do not take inexperienced
players above the second e. Always
with a crook. Lowest f-sharp may
sound impure; lowest c-sharp and
lowest d-sharp are missing as often as
present.
Two notes deserving special con-

sideration are the highest f-sharp and
g-sharp for F instruments and the
highest c-sharp and d-sharp for C
instruments. The F instruments' f-
sharp (c-sharp for C instruments)
requires a closed-bell fingering for
accurate intonation. Few recorders
are equipeed with a bell key and
fewer players have mastered the art of
stopping the bell on their knee. The F
instruments' g-sharp (d-sharp for C
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instruments) requires a fingering not
generally known (see Chart 7). If you
require either note, provide the score
with fingering indications.

Special Effects
(Coloristic Devices)
(N.B. Notation for Charts 3 through
7 is for alto recorder, i.e., F recorder.
The same fingerings are use for C
recorders. The pitches produced,
however, will be a perfect fifth higher
for soprano recorder, and a perfect
fourth lower for tenor recorder. E.g.;
The fingering for the first note listed
on Chart 5 as d' will produce an a" on
soprano recorder, an a' on tenor
recorder, and an a on great bass
recorder; the same fingering will
produce a d" on sopranino recorder
and a d on bass recorder.)

Charts 3 through 7 present extra-
normal techniques, some of which
have come to be associated with
avante-garde music. For each of the
following techniques it is essential to
provide the score both with fingering
and descriptive indications. Most of
the fingerings contained in the charts
are unknown to the majority of
recorderists; indeed, some are pre-
sented here for the first time. Follow-
ing are all the extranormal techniques

I have observed (many of them may
be combined simultaneously):
Portamento or Glissando, the slid-

ing between pitches, is easier on the
recorder than on any other wood-
wind, provided the portamento does
not cross a register break. The
technique involves slowly rolling the
fingers away from or towards the
holes (depending upon whether as-
cending or descending, respectively)
with a careful control of breath
pressure. Notate by connecting the
first and last pitches with a solid line.
Underblown Harmonics [see Chart

3] are accomplished by means of
special fingerings to produce true
pianissimo sounds, and are really an
extension of portamento technique in
that breath control and shading of
holes (particularly the thumb hole!) is
used to control pitch. The sound of
the lowest tones is that of a whimper.
(Notate as shown.)
Quarter Tones [see Chart 4] are

easier to produce than on any other
woodwind owing to the recorder's
lack of keys. Quarter tones are
exceedingly difficult within the lower
minor third of the compass and are
for this reason not included in the
fingering chart. Within this region,
half-holing of half holes and shaded

CHART 2

Location of Registers
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bell technique is the only means of
quarter tone production—an awk-
ward process. Elsewhere, quarter
tones are produced by relatively
simple, though unorthodox finger-
ings. Quarter tones may also be used
in the fashion of jazz-style "blue"
notes; microtones are also possible.
All fingerings should be indicated
below the notes. Tui St. George
Tucker was the first person to publish
a quarter tone fingering chart for the
recorder, in Anfor RCE no. 14,
Sonata and Rornanza for soio recor-
der. As any two fingering charts,
these two differ. Quarter tones above
the range in Chart 4 are difficult to
produce with accuracy of pitch.
(Notate as shown.)
Flutter Tonguing

than on any other woodwind, owing
to the recorder's virtually indifferent
embouchure technique. Flutter
tongue is accomplished either by a
rolled "r" sound or a voiceless
back-of-throat gargle, the resultant
sound being nearly identical.
Alternate Fingerings [see Chart 5],

quite aside from their usefulness as
trill fingerings, produce variations in
timbre from corresponding standard
fingerings. Alternate and standard
fingerings are sometimes alternated
quickly to produce effects of timbre
juxtaposition, much in the same way
as standard and underblown harmon-
ic fingerings are sometimes alternated
to produce echo effects. (Notate as
shown.)

is again easier Chords or Multzphonics [see Chart

CHART 3

Underblown Harmonics
(Pianissimo Tones)

ALTO RECORDER NOTATION
Pitch is controlled by thumb aperture and breath pressure Blow extremely
softly.
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(Notes in brackets, while not true underblown harmonics, will yield pianissimo
tones.)

6]: Chords are the production of
several sounds simulatneously by
controlled overblowing, using special
fingerings. The sound is a distorted,
growling buzz, and is very easily
produced. However, each make of
recorder responds differently to a
given fingering (the chords in Chart 6
work on most recorders), and specify-
ing the make of recorder used would
be helpful information. From the
player's point of view, chords should
be approached in this fashion: first,
play separately the pitches of the
chord to fix them in the mind. These
are the pitches to aim for, but they
may not be exact. Then, fingering the
chord as indicated, gradually increase
breath pressure until the sound
"cracks," producing several pitches
simultaneously—this is the breath
pressure required to produce this
particular chord. If this does not
work, start the chord with a strong
attack, immediately pulling back on
breath pressure—certain chords re-
quire this "reverse" technique. If still
unsuccessful, it may be necessary to
leak air from certain holes, something
to be determined by trial and error.
Almost any fingering whatsoever will
produce a chord if properly coaxed
by the methods just described.
Chords are one type of multi-

phonics. Other multiphonics involve
singing into the instrument (the lips,
as normal, enclosing the mouthpiece).
Sung tones of low pitch produce a
buzzing sound. Falsetto tones pro-
duce far less buzzing, and the sung
tones themselves are more easily
identifiable.
Always give the fingerings for

chords directly under the chords.
White Noise is a rushing-wind

sound produced by stopping the bell
with a porous material such as carpet,
closing all the holes, and leaking air
from the thumb hole. High-pitched
harmonics at dog-whistle frequencies
will sound, the frequencies varying
with breath pressure.
Closed Bell Notes and Extraordi-

nary Pitches [see Chart 7]: It is
possible to considerably extend the
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CHART 4

Quarter Tones

ALTO RECORDER NOTATION
An octave consists of twenty-four quarter tones or twelve semitones. A quarter
tone is an interval equal to one quarter of a whole tone (one half of a semitone).
The interval between adjacent notes on this chart is one quarter tone. The notes
without fingerings are the "standard" pitches in their proper locations in the
quarter tone scale.

(Two quarter tones = one semitone.)
(Four quarter tones = one whole tone.)
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CHART 5

Alternate Fingerings

ALTO RECORDER NOTATION
These fingerings yield the indicated pitches at normal or near-normal volume
levels. They are useful for producing variations of timbre; also normally used as
trill fingerings. It is possible to slur back and forth between any alternate
fingering and its corresponding standard fingering.

roi,44 (i)45 073 
0 0/ 27,-athkri 1 123i 56, 1 I 012346 'II

range of the recorder by means of
stopping the bell hole. Few recorders
are equipped with a bell key, so the
bell hole is usually stopped by the
player's knee or thigh (the left side is
more convenient for most). The
porosity of clothing may allow air to
leak. For this reason it is a good idea
to put some plastic warp on top of the
clothing—this assures a good airtight
seal necessary for closed bell notes.
(However, the bell trill at the end of
Tui St. George Tucker's Sonata (edi-
tion previously cited) is played with
the palm of the right hand, as only the
left hand is occupied with fingerings.)
A much overlooked function of the

bell is its usefulness in permitting
rapid movement between extreme
pitches—movement which would
otherwise be quite awakward. It is for
this reason that closed bell fingerings
are given for notes which could
otherwise be produced normally,
with open bell. So, for rapid move-
ment between notes lying within
far-spaced registers (e.g., movement
between the fundamental register and
notes higher than the first overblown
register) examine Chart 7 to deter-
mine whether closed bell fingerings
would simplify technique. Of course,
certain extraordinary low and high
pitches can be produced only with
closed bell.
There is no standard notation for

closed bell notes. One possibility is
writing the word "Bell" over each
such note. If an extended passage is to
be played entirely with closed bell,
write Bell followed by a dashed line
over the closed bell notes, terminating
with a downward jog at the end of the
closed bell passage, much in the same
way as 8va followed by a dashed line
is used to indicate a passage to be
played an ocatve higher. Another
possible notation, calligraphically
more difficult but visually more
compelling, is to enclose all closed
bell notes within a rectangular box.
This will serve to alert the player to
lower the recorder to close the bell.
Finger Vibrato is the oscillation of

pitch between normal and somewhat
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flat (by about a quarter tone) levels,
accomplished by partially covering
and uncovering a conveniently locat-
ed lower hole in the manner of a trill.
Surprisingly, this is a Baroque tech-
nique which had been used to
sweeten"long tones, and not a
modern innovation. The effect can be
eerie. Notate by the word finger-
vibrato.
Rhythmic Breath Pressure Vibrato:

An increase in breath pressure raises
the pitch of any note by slightly more
than a quarter tone, and a decrease in
pressure lowers the pitch, but by a
smaller degree. The speed and rhyth-
mic pattern of these pitch fluctuations
may be notated (possibly by means of
small rhythmic vakes superscribed)
and the depth indicated (either by
dynamic markings or by wavy-lined
vibrato graphs).
Windway Vibrato is produced by

waving the right hand over the
window*—the sound is that of an
extremely exaggerated vibrato. As the
right hand is thus occupied, only the
left hand is available to finger notes
(unless another performer is called
upon to produce the windway vibrato
while the "main" performer plays the
notes).
Covered Windway: In the wind-

way vibrato, the hand approaches the
window or labium only so close as to
lower the pitch. If the right hand is
gently cupped over the window and
brought steadily closer thereto, the
pitch will gradually get progressively
lower until a point is reached where
the pitch shifts sharply upwards to a
shrill squeal. This is the piercing
sound of the covered windway (gent-
ly covered, for if it is completely
covered,** the sound will become a
stifled, breathy squeal). However,
properly controlled, covered wind-
way can be an ear-splitting shriek,
equal to the power of a piccolo at the

* This part of the recorder is variously
referred to as window, lip, labium, or
knife edge—in any event it is the slot
in the head joint .From which air
emerges.

top of its range, quite capable of
cutting through a symphony orches-
tra. The tenor recorder seems loudest
here. Curiously enough, fingering has
no effect on pitch(1) and the standard
fingering of convenience is 0123. Only
force of breath pressure, position of
covering hand, and oddly enough bell
closure have effect on pitch.
Transition From Singing Outside

The Instrument To Playing may be
made directly, without break; fur-
ther, the singing may cease the instant
the mouth is closed over the mouth-
piece or continue together with the
playing. Whatever vowel sounds are
being sung before the instrument is
brought to the lips will dip hthongize
to the sound "oo" as soon as the lips
are closed around the mouthpiece.
The diphthong will be formed starting
with "oo" and sliding to the new
vowel sound when the transition is
the reverse, from playing to singing.
(Of course, if the vowel sung is "oo"
there will be no new vowel sound or
diphthong formed in transition.)

In general, whenever pitches are to
be sung, they are so indicated on a
separate staff below, and joind to the
instrument's staff by a bracket.
Parts of the Recorder may be

played separately. The head joint
alone will produce slide-whistlelike
sounds if a finger is inserted therein
(closed windway and stopped bottom
are also possible). The bottom two
sections may be played in the manner
of a trumpet (or cornett) with results
which may be comical. Or, using the
bottom two sections with the bell
tightly closed, the mouth is placed
firmly around the top opening and all
the holes are tightly covered—the net
result being an airtight seal. If, in this
manner, air is sucked inwards while
trilling with any one finger, an
interrupted rushing-air sound is pro-
duced. If additionally the shape of the
mouth cavity is changed to conform

**WARNING: Do not touch the
knife edge itself as it is subject to
warping and splitting on wooden
recorders.

to vowel sounds, the interrupted
rushing air will be given vowel shapes
in an extraordinary manner. Surely
other effects are possible.
Playing More Than One Recorder

Simultaneously: Using only one hand
a player can play on F instruments the
notes c, d, e, f, f-sharp, g, octave c,
and octave d, plus certain intermedi-
ate tones. (For tones for C instru-
ments transpose up a perfect fifth.)
With one player playing one instru-
ment in each hand, any combinations
of these notes can be sounded
together, but if one instrument oc-
taves, the other usually must. Since
the player is tonguing two recorders
at once there will be a perfect
synchronizatio4n of rhythms, flutter
tongue, vibrato, and, depending up-
on skill, trills. It is possible, if
physical limitations are kept in mind,
to add a third recorder as a drone.
Prepared Recorder: We see much of

prepared pianos, harpsichords, and
the like, but nothing, in my experi-
ence, of prepared recorders. The
easiest preparation is taping certain
holes shut; used in conjunction with
playing more than one recorder
simultaneously there is a possible
expansion of pitches available. (The
most obvious holes to tape are 0123:
the fingers of the right hand then
cover holes 4567 and the left hand
takes a second recorder played "nor-
mally." The recorder's close relative,
the pennywhistle, is particularly well
suited for this, having only six holes
and octaving by breath pressure
alone. I like the British-made Genera-
tion pennywhistle, which I believe
they call a flageolet, particularly the
one in b-flat'. The American-made
Flutophorze® , of charming tone al-
though restricted to a compass of one
octave plus a major second, is also an
interesting subject for this treatment.
Both are quite inexpensive.)
A somewhat risky preparation for

the recorder would involve drilling
extra holes to alter the temperament
of the scale. A plastic recorder would
serve well as a guinea pig for those
who may wish to attempt this.
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A sort of preparation is the Brit-
ish-made Dolmetsch Tone Projector,
which may still be available. The
projector is a plastic apparatus in a
wheelbarrowlike shape which fits o-
ver the window of the recorder. I
have sizes to fit soprano and alto re-
corder. The tone projector lowers
pitch slightly allowing for greater
breath pressures and higher volume
levels.

If it is volume you want, the
recorder can be electrified by adding a
contact microphone. This will require
drilling a hole in the head joint.

If it is softness, an echo key can be
installed. This is a closed-standing
key operated by the player's chin.

The key covers a small hole bored at
the base of the beak on the back of the
recorder. When the hole is open, the
instrument goes sharp, requiring
lower breath pfessure to bring pitch
back to normal. Lower breath pres-
sure causes lower volume.
To mute the recorder, tape halfway

shut holes 1234567. Tape the bottom
half of holes 124567 shut, and the top
half of hole 3. This preparation may
be of use to those who wish to
practice late hours without disturbing
neighbors. Since not only tone and
intonation are degraded but also it
becomes difficult to find the holes
with the tape in the way, this
preparation might not be a good idea

CHART 6

Chords [Multiphonics]

ALTO RECORDER NOTATION

Approximate pitches. See text.
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Many other chords are possible. Almost any fingering will produce a chord.
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for concert performance. (We tape
the top of hole 3 shut to permit the
production of 012, d for F instru-
ments, a for C instruments.) A piece
of paper put up the windway will also
mute the instrument and degrade the
tone. The paper is likely to become
both wet and stuck, however, and the
probability of damaging both the
windway and the knife edge is too
great to risk comfortably, so this
perilous preparation is recommended
only for a plastic instrument.
Tapped-hole Tones: By fingering

any note within the fundamental
register of the recorder and sharply
tapping one hole, a hollow percussive
sound will be produced. (Tap the
finger on a hole that would normally
be closed for the note selected.) In a
sense, this is the recorder's equivalent
of the violin's left hand pizzicato. The
sound, although pianissimo, projects
well, but production of the sound
requires considerable force. Speed
may be somewhat impaired, and
since articulation of the sounds is
being accomplished by the finger, not
the tongue, a modified finger tech-
nique must be learned. Notate with
x's in place of note heads.
Special Articulations: The recor-

der is very responsive to minute
changes in articulation. Great altera-
tions of articulation consonants will
produce marked changes in the shape
of the tones produced.
The Baroque double tongue "did'll"

will shape notes differently from the
modern "duh-guh" double tongue.
The attack is smoother, and it sounds
as if the recorder were saying
"diddle."
The consonants t, k, and p pro-

nounced (voiceless) explosively makes
a quazi-pizzicato sound. The tech-
nique involves keeping the mouth
partially open, the instrument resting
on the lower lip. It is possible to
briefly sustain tones in this fashion,
although much air is wasted with the
mouth partially open and the sus-
tained tones are of breathy quality.
The sounds "s" and "sh" may be

used as articulations in two ways:



Either as initial attacks, or sustained
noise. In the latter, the player hisses
or shushes ("s" and "sh", respectively)
for the duration of the note. A variant
of this requires the player to hold the
instrument at an angle (deflected
horizontally, usually rightwards) and
form his lips to a consonant midway
between f and v (the so-called Spanish
v). The sound is one of equal
proportions of tone and rushing air.
Notate all these clearly as regards

the possible variations.

Dynamics

Unless the special techniques of the
underblown harmon.cs are used, the
recorder is normally limited to a
narrow dynamic range. As mentioned
under the heading "Rhythmic Breath
Pressure Vibrato" an increase in
breath pressure will, besides increas-
ing volume somewhat, cause the
recorder to go sharp. Thus, the use of
p and f as dynamic levels is of
psychological value only: the recor-
der cannot produce these volume
levels without going flat or sharp.
The normal range of dynamics for

the recorder in its fundamen:al regis-
ter is mp to mf. The first two
overblown registers offer a range of
from mp to f. (The c.ynamic range of
the flute is greater.) Tones of the third
overblown register may be struck mf
to ff. The next two semitones have the
same dynamic range. Notes above
must be struck ff to sound.

If true levels of pp* and ff are
wanted, special fingerings must be
provided. Chart 3 gives excellent pp
fingerings. There is not yet a system
of ff fingerings: basically, flatter- than
than-normal fingerings are used (fre-
quently coarsening tone). The quarter
tone chart 4 may be helpful in

*Baroque technique requires p echo
passages to be played staccato, giving
the subjective impression of softness.
It further seems that the ear may be
relatively insensitive to flat notes of
very brief duration.

locating some of these. Otherwise, try
to find appropriate shade-fingerings—
that is, covering and partially cover-
ing holes that would normally be
open. Once the note has been
flattened by shade-fingering or quar-
ter tone fingerings, it is raised to
F roper pitch by increased breath
pressure, which also means increased
volume. Tone quality is bound to
shift drastically. The bell may also be
shaded to lower certain notes. Curi-
ously though, the bell when closed

will lower certain pitches, and raise
others. The lowering effect is gradual,
varying directly with the degree of
bell closure; the raising of pitch is
stepped, the note clicking instantly to
a higher pitch. For example, finger
01346 and slowly close the bell—the
pitch will slide slowly down. Then
finger 02356 and slowly close the
bell—the pitch will instantly crack
upwards. This is very strange indeed.
But then, the charm of the recorder

lies partly in its limitations.

CHART 7

Closed-Bell Notes and Extraordinary Pitches

ALTO RECORDER NOTATION
Closed bell is useful in permitting rapid movement between extreme pitches
(see text). Closed bell also provides notes outside the standard range. For higher
notes than those listed here see text: "Covered Windway."
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For Further Reference
(Prices are approximate)

Alemann, Eduardo Armando. Spec-
tra for Four Recorders. New York:
Galaxy Music Corporation, Ameri-
can Recorder Society Editions, No.
79, 1975. Performance Score, $2.50;
Record, $3.00; Set of Score and
Record, $5.50.

Andriessen, Louis. Sweet for Alto
Recorder. London: Schott & Co.,
Ltd., 1972. The Modern Recorder
Series No. 2. RMS 1370. $2.50.

Berio, Luciano. Gesti for Alto Recor-
der. London: Universal Edition, 1970.
(Joseph Boonin, Inc.. Music Publica-
tions, P.O. Box 2124, South Hacken-
sack, NJ) approximately $2.30 (U.E.
15627)

Britten, Benjamin. Scherzo for SATB
Recorder Consort. London: Hewkes
& Sons, 1955. Edition RP 1, 65 cmts.
(Recorder on E.M.I. SLS 5022) Also
available in Boosey & Hawkes:
"Recorder Pieces from the 12 to the
20th Century."

C.R.A. [initials only] Tres Movi-
mientos para Flauta Dulce (Soprano).
Buenos Aires: Barry, 1962.(Boosey &
Hawkes) $1.00.

Dorough, Robert. Eons Ago Blue for
ATTB Recorder Consort and optional
percussion and gamba or cello.
Hullabaloo Music, 1962. (Recorded
on Odyssey 32160144)

Du Bois, Rob. Spiel und Zwischen-
spiel for Alto Recorder and Piano.
Amsterdam: Donemus. Edition D398.
(For U.S.A. and Canada: C.F. Peters
Corporation, 373 Park Avenue
NYC) approx. $8.00

Hindemith, Paul. Trio from Ploner
Musiktag. Originally written for So-
prano in A and two Altos in D.
Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1932.
Edition 33554D5. Transposed version
for Soprano, Alto, and Tenor: Lon-
don: Schott & Co., Ltd., 1952.
Edition 10094a miniature score. (Re-
corded on E.M.I. SLS 5022)

Linde, Hans-Martin. Music for a Bird
for Treble Recorder Solo. Mainz: B.
Schott's Sohne. Edition Schott 6278.
RMS 2050. (Recorded by the com-
poser on E.M.I. Electrola /Odeon
1C065-28841) approx. $1.75

Miller, Edward. Song for Recorder or
Flute. New York: McGinnis and
Marx, 1964. (Recorded by Bernard
Krainis on Odyssey 32160144)
approx $2.00.

Murrill, Herbert. Sonata for Treble
Recorder or Flute. London: Oxford
University Press, 1951. approx. $2.00

Quantz, Johann Joachim. On Playing
The Flute. New York: Schirmer
Books, 1966. In paperback, $7.95.
(This is Edward R. Reilly's translation

of Quantz's classic of Baroque music
instruction, written in 1752. Much
more than a flute method, Quantz's
book gives "inside information" of
value to all musicians—composers
and performers alike. Quantz's ap-
proach to performance esthetic seems
valid for much modern music.)

Tiet, Ton-That. Ai Van 2 (Epitaphe 2)
for Bass Recorder and Harpsichord.
Paris: Societe des Editions Jobert, 44
Rue du Colisee. 75008 Paris. 1973.
approx. $5.75

Tucker, Tui St. George. Sonata for
Solo Recorder and Romanza for Solo
Recorder. Brooklyn, NY: Anfor
Music Publishing, 1970. RCE No. 14.
$2.00 (Terminal Music, 166 W. 48
St., NYC)

Vetter Michael. II flauto dolce ed
acerbo: Instructions and Exercises for
Players of New Recorder Music.
Celle: Moeck Verlag, 1969. Edition
Moeck Nr. 40009. Approximately
$20.00. Temporarily out of print.
(Also contains some 4,000 additional
fingerings. Do not, however, assume
that these will all work on all
recorders—they must be tested indi-
vidually. Also contains excerpts from
the modern literature, notation chart,
technical advice, and exercises which
are very difficult. German and Eng-
lish in one volume.)
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VIM RLL
LL VILL

Early Music at Sarah Lawrence

As part of the continuing interest of
The American Recorder Society and
this magazine in the role of early music
and instruments in educational insti-
tutions (generally subsumed under the
heading "The Recorder in the Class-
room"), I made a small pilgrimage to
Bronxville, New York, to observe the
Graduate Program in Performance of
Early Music at Sarah Lawrence
College. The program, which is in its
second year, is run by the members of
Music For A While (S:anley Charkey,
Lalloue Davenport, Judith Davidoff,
Sheila Schonbrun, Steven Silverstein)
and Richard Taruskin. The curri-
culum, which leads to a Master of Fine
Arts degree, has several aims:

1. To provide an opportunity for
early musicians to attain a high
level of proficiency in performance
and scholarship, and to diversify
their instrumental capabilities.

2. To enable professional musicians
in areas other than early music to
obtain knowledge of early music
commensurate with their training.

3. To increase the general level of
performance and scholarship in
early music by producing models
and teachers for students and ama-
teurs of early music.

Interest in early music has been
becoming more widespread among
musicians and music lovers for a
number of reasons, according to the
faculty. Many "classical" musicians

DANIEL R. SHAPIRO

have been attracted by the opportuni-
ty to avoid having to play commer-
cially (i.e., "popular music") in order
to survive financially, and by the
chance to play Music which has not
a_ready been "done to death" in the
concert halls.
Musicians and audiences alike are

stimulated by SOME of the features of
early music that have been lacking in
standard concert formats: more infor-
mality and closer communication
between performers and listeners
(Music For A While does not perform
in proscenium sett:ngs, for example,
and many early music groups and
performers take the time during
concerts to explain aspects of the
music and instruments), and an
inclusion of a wide variety of types of
music in concert programs ("sacred"
and "secular," Medieval and Renais-
sance, music from different geo-
graphic areas, different instrumenta-
tions, etc.). Moreover, the fact that
such a large percent age of early music
audiences are alsc players of early
music harks back tc a time when music
was more a part of everyday life, and
was not something confined to the
concert halls.
Sarah Lawrence College has pro-

vided a receptive environment for the
early music program. It is a relatively
small and flexible institution, and has
allowed the faculty members to
organize and modify the curriculum to

best achieve the stated objectives. An
increase in the number of students
would give the program more security
in this era of financial instability
when, almost without warning, "non-
essential" programs and personnel
must be dropped (and who knows in
advance who or what is essential?).
Students in the program must

extend their range of performing
capabilities. Wind majors must minor
in viols, viol majors in winds, lute and
voice majors in one or the other, and
lute and voice are available to wind
and string players as electives. Once
they have fulfilled the primary re-
quirements on their major and minor
instruments, students are permitted
(and encouraged) to dabble in such
"exotic" instruments as the shaku-
hachi, Bulgarian flute, and others.
Faculty members feel that this in-
creases the students' ability to juxta-
pose a wide variety of instrumental
sounds, which is an important feature
of early music performance.
On the subject of playing an

unfamiliar instrument, one student
remarked: "Everybody has to take
beginning viol. At first I tried
everything I could to get out of it, but
they didn't let me. Judith Davidoff
teaches and she's a great teas her. After
a week, I had so much fun I couldn't
believe it."

I spent the better part of a day on
campus and had the opportunity to
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observe a rhythm training class, the
aforementioned beginning viol class,
private instruction sessions in recorder
and lute, several impromptu sight-
reading sessions with mixed consorts
and voices, and the tail end of a
rehearsal by Music For A While. The
general atmosphere was a rather even
balance of serious dedication and
enjoyment. Faculty and students re-
lated with the mutual respect and
conviviality so often seen at early
music workshops, and great stress was
laid in solving performance and
interpretation problems particular to
individual students. I'm not sure
whether the faculty would approve of
this suggestion (and it should certainly
not be taken without prior approval
by them), but everyone who enter-
tains even a small spark of interest in
this type of program would do well to
observe it in action.

A College Major in Recorder?

And why not? Is there any way
that the literature for the recorder is
inferior to that of other instruments in
which a college major is possible at
hundreds of institutions in the United
States and Canada? To the saxo-
phone, for example? Or the clarinet,
or the trombone? How is the recorder
inferior to any other instrument in
terms of musical expression? Does the
recorder stand at a disadvantage to
other instruments in terms of the in-

PETER HEDRICK

tellectual benefits to be derived from
its practice? Or in terms of the en-
joyment people experience when they
perform?

It is my contention that anyone
who feels he has a case against the
recorder in any of these areas has re-
searched that case poorly. In fact, the
recorder compares favorably on
every count. Few instruments cur-
rently offered as a major in our
schools, colleges, and conservatories

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
Program Leading to the Master of Fine Arts Degree

in Performance of Early Music

FACULTY

Stanley Charkey Lalloue Davenport Judith Davidoff
Sheila Schonbrun Steven Silverstein

Richard Taruskin

Aims and scope: The program is designed to produce performer-scholars specializing in the musical
repertoire of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Its aim is to provide the students with a well-rounded and
comprehensive grasp of the theory and practice of this music, and to equip them with the technical facility
to put their knowledge to use in actual performance.

The following courses are taken by all students in the program:
Survey of the Repertoire in Performance (Sheila Schonbrun) Small Ensemble (Lalloue Davenport)

Musicianship and Performance Skills (Stanley Charkey and Richard Taruskin)
Musicology for Performers (Richard Taruskin)

Instrumental Instruction: All students receive regular private instruction on their major instrument or
voice from the appropriate member of the faculty.

Class Instruction for Majors:
Bowed Strings (Judith Davidoff) Renaissance Winds (Steven Silverstein)

Voice (Sheila Schonbrun) Lute (Stanley Charkey)

For admission requirements, and detailed syllabus write to:

p, k The Graduate Studies Program, Sarah Lawrence College Bronxville N.Y. 10708
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can boast of a literature which spans
some nine hundred years of history. It
is a quality literature of enormous
size, and, significan:ly, the easier
portion of it is of higher quality than
that of any other wind instrument.
The expressive capabilities of the

instrument, although unique to it, are
as extensive as the talents of the per-
former. The recorder is purported to
be a simple instrument, and yet I have
never heard any two players who
sounded alike on it, even when
playing the same recorder. Because of
the number of historical styles one
must be familiar with, the artistic and
intellectual challenges are certainly
significant. Considered with normal
technical problems, and the problems
of ornamentation which are part of
the interpretation of several historical
styles, it seems that there is enough to
keep anyone busy for a lifetime.
Yet these formidable challenges

should not frighten anyone away
from the recorder. It is such an
enjoyable instrument to play, and one
can derive musical satisfaction from
playing it on so many different levels!
Why, then, should the recorder not

be offered as a college major at the
undergraduate and graduate levels?
Admittedly, there is probably not
much of a market for a person so
trained as a performer. This state-
ment, however, can be made concern-
ing the preparation oi anyone or any
instrument (or voice) for a career ex-
clusively as a performer. In fact, very
few performance majors have ever
become engaged full-time in such a
career. Most performers must pursue
other activities in order to support
themselves, and the activity most
often pursued is some sort of teach-
ing. The recorder is therefore no more
or less appropriate for performance
study than any other instrument.
The possiblilities fc r the recorder in

public school music education cur-
ricula are tremendous. Programs
already begun in the United States by
a few hard-working teachers have
been successful in terms of bringing
good music to more people, but we

have only scratched the surface. The
vast majority of our school systems
have not put the recorder to good
use; one reason for this is that the vast
majority of our teachers are not
aware of the possibilities. A teacher
training program in recorder is
needed. Teachers who have majored
in recorder or historical woodwinds
would be better yet. Think what a
string specialist can do for a string
program to see the logic in this. In
fact, a person specially trained in re-
corder would be best qualified to run
a recorder program. Such a person's
performing ability would set an
example, to light the student's way.
Well aware of the potential of the
recorder in school programs, he
would be able to develop the use of
the instrument in elementary general
music classes, as well as expanding to
solo classes in recorder, and ensem-
bles at all levels, thus bringing music
to a greater number of students than
is now possible. This would not usurp
any existing programs, but would
enhance the entire music offerings.
The availability of good inexpensive
plastic instruments makes the joy and
intellectual stimulation of playing on

an instrument with a good extensive
literature available to more children
than is now possible. Given the
present economic situation, school
programs may well need what the re-
corder can provide.

It must be recognized that a person
trained as a specialist in recorder
would not necessarily devote his time
to it exclusively. The undergraduate
and graduate college courses must
therefore reflect the probable de-
mands to be made on a recorder
major as they do for present vocal
and instrumental students, whatever
their major.
At the college level, new programs

of study tend to be developed when
administrators perceive sufficient stu-
dent demand. These days new pro-
grams of study must also be feasible
from an economic standpoint. Aca-
demic innovations are usually expen-
sive, and student demand can be met
only when the innovations generate
enough extra income from tuition,
state aid or some other source. A new
major in recorder could be very ex-
pensive if it meant hiring additional
specialized faculty.
At Ithaca College recorder studies

EARN 2 GRADUATE CREDITS*
AT A WEEK-LONG RECORDER INSTITUTE...
at ITHACA COLLEGE July 12-16, 1976
Discover what a wonderfully versatile and easy-to-use instrument the
recorder is. Then spend 30-plus hours playing, conducting, and
learning how the recorder can help you teach music—or teach teachers
to teach music!

But there will be time for fun too! So bring your spouse, and the children.
Have one of your most
memorable study/vacations—
in the heart of the
fabulous Finger Lakes
vacationland.

*Non-credit participation is
available at lower cost

WRITE FOR DETAILS, NOW!
Director of Summer Sessions
ITHACA COLLEGE
Ithaca, New York 14850
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EARLY MUSIC
IS IN THE FOREFRONT OF MUSICAL DISCOVERIES

Stimulating articles on the recorder,
as well as medieval, renaissance, and baroque instruments

Write for a specimen copy

Subscriptions from the Journals Manager, Oxford University Press,
Press Road, Neasden, London NW10 ODD. 1975 L3 ($8); 1976
L4.50 ($13.50). All subscriptions post free.

The AUTHENTIC Orff Instruments

STUDIO 49 authentic ORFF INSTRUMENTS are in use at the Orff Institute in
Salzburg, Austria and throughout the world in schools, colleges, and universities.
Recommended by Dr. Carl Orff and the leading Orff Schulwerk teachers every-
where.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG K-51

Sole U.S. Agents: MAGNAMUSIC-BATON, INC.
10370 Page Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63132
(314) 427-5660

have satisfied the student demand in
four ways. First, the recorder is one of
the instruments covered in the class-
room instruments course required of
all music education majors with vocal
emphasis; it is in fact about one
fourth of the course. Second, there is
a separate class in recorder which
runs through both semesters. This is
open to all undergraduates on an
elective basis, and can be repeated for
credit. There are usually two sections
to which students are assigned ac-
cording to playing ability. In this way
it is possible to give beginners the
basics of technique along with an
introduction to easier consort music,
and also to help more advanced
players explore the solo baroque and
even contemporary literature. A
number of these students successfully
performed solo and ensemble music
on recital programs usually reserved
for performers on their major instru-
ments. Third, candidates for the
masters degree in music can elect to
take private lessons on the recorder
for credit towards the degree. Finally,
and also at the graduate level, the
college offers a summer workshop in
recorder for public schools, stressing
the practical and diverse uses of the
recorder in the elementary and sec-
ondary school classroom.

There have been student inquiries
about a major in recorder at Ithaca
College, but the program has not yet
been offered. Courses of study would
have to be developed in performance
and in music education with either
vocal or instrumental emphasis. The
need in the public schools for good
recorder programs will increase, and
the colleges must be ready to satisfy
that need. Some foreign countries are
ahead of us in this respect: Great
Britain, Holland, Germany and Israel
already have extensive recorder pro-
grams in their school systems, and
several European conservatories offer
major studies in the recorder. I do not
see why it should not happen here as
well.
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Music for the Elementary Consort

Recorder playing is a satisfying ex-
perience for young and old alike. In
the Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake School
system in upstate NEW York, all third
graders learn to play the soprano re-
corder. When the students reach the
fourth and fifth grades in Charlton
Heights Elementary School, the more
proficient are incited to audition for
the Recorder Consort. This consists
of from 20 to 28 (depending on the
year) fourth, fifth and sixth graders
playing sopranino, soprano, alto,
tenor and bass recorders. Some selec-
tions used in performance are for
soprano only, while others use the
full gamut of the irstruments. Thus,
the students must be alert enough to

JANE COFFEY

Iransfer back and forth from F finger-
ing to C fingering instruments.
More and more recorder players,

musicians and publishers are writing
music for beginning recorder ensem-
bles. Perhaps the best way to begin
such ensemble work is by using two
and three part soprano arrangements.
Gerald Burakoff of Consort Music,

Inc., has felt the need for ensemble
works and has arranged and pub-
lished several such books. "The Ele-
mentary Duet Book for Soprano Re-
corders" (published by Hargail Music)
—simple arrangements of folk songs
in two parts, "The Duet Recorder-
Book 1," Burakoff and Strickland, for
two part soprano and rhythm instru-

ments, and "The Duet Recorder-Book
II," contain excellent arrangements of
Renaissance and Baroque pieces,
pieces particularly appropriate to the
recorder, but simple enough for
young players to perform.
An excellent book for very begin-

ning recorder which eventually in-
cludes all the soprano recorder notes
is "The Whitney Recorder Reader for
Soprano Recorders" by Maurice
Whitney. This is sub-titled, "Solos
and Duets arranged in progressive
order of difficulty."
"First Duets for Descant Recorders"

arranged by Walter Bergmann in-
cludes English, French and German
tunes for two soprano recorders.

Consort means fine Recorder Music
for Teaching Learning Performing

FOR YOUR SCHOOL RECORDER PROGRAM

THE CLASSROOM RECORDER, BOOK 1 by G. & S. Burakoff $1.25 NOEL, NOEL by G. Burakoff & W. Strickland $2.00

THE CLASSROOM RECORDER, BOOK 2 by G. & S. Burakoff 1.75 FIRST PERFORMANCE by G Burakoff & W. Strickland 1,50

THE DUET RECORDER, BOOK 1 by G. Burakoff & II. Strickland 1.50 MAKE A GLAD SOUND by H Rothgarber 1.50

THE DUET RECORDER, BOOK 2 by G. Burakoff & Strickland 1.50 FOLK MELODIES OF THE ORIENT by B. W. Dietz 1.50

THE ENSEMBLE RECORDER, BOOK 1 by L. Wheelur 1.50 FOLK SONGS OF AMERICA by M C Whitney 1.50

THE ENSEMBLE RECORDER, BOOK 2 by H. Rothgarber 1.50 FOLK SONGS OF EUROPE by M. C. Whitney 1.50

THE TRIO RECORDER, BOOK 1 by G. Burakoff & W. Strickland 1.50 ELEVEN TRADITIONAL HYMNS by M. C. Whitney 1.50

THE QUARTET RECORDER, BOOK 1 by G. Burakoff & W. Strickland 1.50 RENAISSANCE DEBUT by M. C Whitney 1.75

THE HOLIDAY RECORDER by G. Burakoff & W. Strickland 1.50 BAROQUE DEBUT by Maurice C. Whitney 2.00
PINE TREE SUITE by G. Burakoff & W. Strickland 2.00

General editors: Gerald Burakoff and Willy Strickland

Send for complete catalog

CONSORT MUSIC INC.
A Division of Magnamusic •Sharon, Conn. 06069
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/ THE AEOLIAN WORKSHOP
David H Green, director

1080 Beacon Street

Brookline, MA 02146

(617) 734-7415

open by appointment only

We are pleased to announce the availability of the new
PRAETORIUS MODEL RENAISSANCE RECORDERS

BY WILLY HOPF

These instruments have designed closely after original museum
instruments; the piccolo, sopranino, soprano, alto, and keyless tenor are
based upon a two-piece ornate alto in the Paris Conservatoire collection,
the tenor with key and fontanelle is after an original in the Vienna
Kunsthistorisches Museum, the bass or bassett with bocal after originals in
the Nuremburg Collection. All of these instruments are made of
non-impregnated sycamore stained dark brown, have narrow curved
windways, use authentic Renaissance fingerings, and feel and sound very
much like their museum originals. A hard case is included with each
instrument at no extra cost.

piccolo in c"   31.00
sopranino in f"   36.00
soprano in c" 41.00
soprano in d"   46.00
alto in f'     66.00
alto in g'     66.00
tenor in c' (no key)   102.00
tenor in c' (key and fontanelle) 204.00
bass in f (direct blow, one key)   357.00
bass in f (with Local, as original)   382.00
quartbass in c (with bocal, one key)   484.00
quintbass in Bb (with bocal, one key) 484.00

(Delivery two to three months from date of order.)

STANDARD MODEL RENAISSANCE RECORDERS

BY WILLY HOPF

pearwood, single holes, hard case
piccolo in c"' 26.00
sopranino in f", g", or a"   28.00
soprano in c" or d" 33.00
alto in f' or g' 61.00
tenor in c'   97.00
bass in f 196.00

BOWED PSALTERIES BY WILLY HOPF

soprano (c'—a") with bow and bag  75.00
alto (f —g") with bow and bag     90.00
tenor (c—g") with bow and bag  105.00

Kelischek Method for Bowed Psaltery  1  50

SPECIAL ON BASS GAMBAS BY WILLY HOPE

Bass gambas   $880

We also have in stock:
Dolmetsch Recorders

Mollenhauer Recorders and Cases
Moeck Standard, Rot:enburgh, and Renaissance Recorders
Aulos Plastic Recorders
Moeck-Ste,nkopf Historical Woodwind Instruments
Studio 49 Percussion Instruments
Monk Corretts
Finke Sackbutts
Ubel Gambas, Bows, and Cases
Hopf Fidels, Gambas, Bows, Bags, and Strings
Neupert Harpsichords and Clavichords
plastic and cane reeds for historical woodwinds
cases and case humidifiers for all recorders

All instruments ;old by us are checked for accuracy of voicing and tuned to
a strobetuner in our shop by a professional player. Every instrument is sold
with a full guarantee and may be returned after one week's trial for a full
refund if not totally satisfactory. We provide factory-authorized warranty
service for recorders and historical woodwind instruments purchased from
\ our workshop.

Harold Newman and Miecyslaw
Kolinski have written "The Children's
Song Book for Soprano Recorder."
This is a collection of duets and
rounds—many familiar folk songs,
Puerto Rican songs and Hebrew
songs. Newman and Kolinski have
also published "First Book of Duets
for Soprano Recorders," two-part
arrangements of folk songs.
"One, Two, Three Play" —Ameri-

can Folk Songs arranged by Arthur
Nitka includes autoharp and guitar
chords and has some interesting
arrangements for some of our patri-
otic songs such as America and
America The Beautiful, as well as
other American folk songs.
Many teachers use the recorders

with the Orff instrumentarium in the
Orff approach. Lawrence Wheeler
has written "The Ensemble Re-
corders," ten American folk songs ar-
ranged for two soprano recorders and
xylophones, glockenspiels, metallo-
phone and rhythmic clapping.
"First Performance" by Gerald Bur-

akoff and Willy Strickland is another
group of selections for two soprano
recorders (optional voice on Soprano
I part), choice of Orff instrument and
rhythm instruments.
Altos and tenors can be added to

the recorder ensemble when the stu-
dent's hands are large enough to reach
the holes. Since the alto is in a dif-
ferent key, the most advanced stu-
dents would be chosen to play the
alto recorders. A good book of simple
soprano and alto arrangements is
"Folk Melodies of the Orient" edited
and arranged by Betty Warner Dietz.
Percussion suggestions are given.
Other collections for Soprano and

Alto arranged by Sonya and Gerald
Burakoff and simple enough for
young groups are, "Songs from the
British Isles" and "Christmas Music."
Several collections for three part

recorder (SSA) have been published.
Newman and Kolinski have written
"The Ensemble Book for Three Re-
corders." These pieces are arranged
for three sopranos with an optional
alto written for the third part.
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Maurice Whitney has written "Re-
naissance Debut,' "Traditional
Hymns," "Folk Songs of America,"
and "Folk Songs of Europe" (with a
Baroque collection soon to come off
the press). These are for SSA but Mr.
Whitney has suggested that tenors
can be used on the second soprano
line and this works very well. Ex-
cellent and interesting piano accomp-
animents are given in all of these
books.
We have a Bass recorder in our

Elementary School Consort. I have
found that two E.C. Schirmer col-
lections "Elizabethan and Shake-
spearean Musicke for the Recorder"
and "Jacobean and Restoration selec-
tions for four-part recorder as well as
some arrangements for two and three
players.
As can be seen, I have suggested

collections of recorder music rather
than single pieces. I find such col-
lections are more economical in a
school situation. Pieces that have
single parts for separate instruments
are sometimes difficult for young stu-
dents to use, especially parts that
have several measures of rests. Hope-
fully they will learn to watch other
parts when following a score.
Elementary consorts can be re-

warding and fun for director and stu-
dents. Happy tootling!
Bibliography
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The Recorder in Music Education

In most parts of the United States,
music is a highly developed part of
public school education. Bands, or-
chestras, and choirs are frequently
very skilled in performance. The
number of students involved and the
quality of their involvement is often
astonishing. In classroom music, too,
American methods are quite sophis-
ticated. Large amounts of time and
money have gone into the prepara-
tion of materials aimed at leading our
children to music.
Use of recorder in American

schools, however, scarcely parallels
these other musical activities. Appro-
priate training has simply not been a
regular part of our colleges and
conservatories. Recorder literature
(including methods, music, and rela-
ted historical material) is not syste-
matically included in teacher training.
The result is that properly trained
recorder teachers and performers are
in short supply. While a dedicated
few have made exemplary contribu-
tions, the music profession as a whole
has been slow in evolving a tradition

GORDON SANDFORD
Associate Professor of Music,

Director of The Collegium Musicum,
University of Colorado,

Boulder, Colorado

of recorder education comparable to
that of such countries as England and
Germany. We have some catching up
to do, both with other phases of mu-
sic education in our own country and
with recorder education elsewhere.
Two items strike me as needing

special attention from those interested
in recorder education. First is the
matter of continuity from one level of
schooling to the next. Too often we
have no clear idea of how one thing
leads to another in teaching with a
spiraling effect. Teachers at higher
levels fail to build on what has been
taught earlier, and the student, rather
than advancing systematically, con-
tinues to repeat the same things over
and over. A good method book
assumes the principle of continuity. I
am simply suggesting that we need
this same continuity on a larger scale,
from grade to grade, from school to
school. Good high school bands and
orchestras could not exist without it,
and good recorder instruction is no
different.
The second item needing our
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Flutes
Various woods; Keys D and F; A-440

Fifes
(an octave above the flutes;

great for Irish music)

Tabor Pipes
Keys D and G,

reproductions of Cahusac, ca. 1800

Flageolettes
(The Wooden "Tin Whistle")

For brochure, write to:

Ralph Sweet
32 South Maple Street
Enfield CT 06082

attention is the matter of where
recorder teaching fits into the large
picture of music in education. I trust
that our primary goal is the training
of complete musicians, and thus we
must look beyond the narrower limits
of recorder playing. Following the
lead of college curriculums I have
divided musical studies into three
parts (performance, theory-compo-
sition, and history) and would like to
suggest ways the recorder might be
included under each.
The most obvious place for recor-

der in the schools is in performance
studies. Since American music educa-
tors have traditionally emphasized
musical performance, this facet of
recorder study should fit into the
present educational structure very
easily.
There are several types of groups

with which the recorder might be
associated: 1) It could be used by
itself in recorder ensembles, with or
without keyboard accompaniment.
Indeed this type of ensemble has been
used more frequently than any other,
for there is an ample literature of
duets, trios, quartets, and larger
ensembles for recorders by them-
selves. 2) The recorder can be
incorporated into existing bands and
orchestras, although this introduces
difficult problems of balance. Using
the recorder in this way is rewarding
but it does require sensitivity to the
instrument's capabilities on the direc-
tor's part. An example: Renaissance
dances, which often sound well with a
small string orchestra, are greatly
enhanced by the addition of recorders
either alternating or combining with
the strings. Also I have seen creative
elementary school band directors
arrange light band accompaniments
for recorders in unison with beautiful
results. 3) The recorder could be used
as basis for an early music ensemble.
While little work has been done with
early music ensembles in schools, I
feel it could be a successful addition
to high school music programs.
Increasingly the requisite instruments
are being manufactured, and I would

like to see more early music en-
sembles in schools. 4) The recorder
can be a delightful addition to existing
madrigal choirs, dance ensembles,
and theater groups. Madrigals usually
go very well on recorders, and
certainly there is plenty of music for
dance and theater within the recorder
repertory.

In addition to performance studies
the recorder can enhance theory and
composition studies very nicely. Here
the student uses the recorder as a
means of exploring sound in an
analytical way—through melody,
harmony, rhythm, dynamics, timbre,
texture, and form. The emphasis is on
musical components rather than on
preparation of existing pieces for
performance. Carl Orff's system of
music education, using percussion
instruments, somatophonic sounds,
and gambas (in addition to recor-
ders), is the most famous example of
this type of instruction. With the aid
of these instruments Orff encourages
students to explore the principles of
ostinato, canon, speech rhythms, and
rondo. Recorders have found niches
(albeit often small ones) in a great
deal of the published materials for
elementary and junior high schools. It
is quite common practice for students
to select and organize their own
musical materials in order to see how
and why sounds fit together. Students
act both as composer and performer,
thus viewing music from two differ-
ent angles. Since the recorder is rela-
tively inexpensive and relatively easy
to play in the early stages it works
well in these experiments.
Historical studies, too, would seem

to be a fertile field for the recorder.
Since its music is found in most eras
of music history, one can use the
recorder to trace musical styles rather
conveniently. Many of the knotty,
yet delightful, problems of music
history (performance practice, nota-
tion, music in other arts, music in
society, instrument construction) are
well documented in recorder biblio-
graphies, Indeed this material is
commonly included as an integral
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part of recorder instruction and
performance, and The American
Recorder Society has Deen very good
in encouraging a desirable synthesis
of this material in its educational
program. The recorder, then, can
serve as an excellent tool or spring-
board for approaching historical top-
ics.
Similarly the recorder serves well

as an introduction to ethnic musical
studies. In the first place great
quantities of music from other cul-
tures have been transcribed for
recorders, are readily available, and
are easy to play. In the second place
the recorder has many counterparts in
the instruments of other cultures. A
knowledge of the reccrder can start a
person on a study Df these ethnic
counterparts in a personal and mean-
ingful way.
While the recorder can be (and

often is) used diagnostically in the
schools, I do not consider this
legitimate. When the recorder is
referred to as a "pre-band" or
"training" instrument it loses its true
raison d'etre and is put in the position
of a step child. The recorder is a
"real" instrument, one with an hon-
ored history, a good repertory, and
an instrument with a unique con-
tribution to make in music. It
certainly should not be relegated to
an inferior position within the musi-
cal hierarchy and has many legitimate
ways in which it can contribute to
music education in tl-e schools.
Dealing with recorder in the

schools is a big ordEr, a long-range
task. We need creative ideas; we need
thought and detailed planning; we
need interest and enthusiasm. The
challenge is there, and it is great. But
the rewards should Easily match the
work.

Canada's newest and most exciting "Early Music" shop

Abe 'Write
lusich
C earance Sale on Baroque Recorders

by "Willy Hopf"

All with double holes & hard case

Soprano in c'
Regular Price Sale Price

(boxwood or rosewood) $ 44.00 $ 37.40
Alto in f
(rosewood with ivory rings) 94.00 79.90
Tenor in c
(rosewood with ivory rings) 143.50 121.95
Bass in F
(boxwood or rosewood with ivory rings) 245.00 208.25

Renaissance Wind Instruments Presently in Stock

Alto Cornemuse

Cornetto in G

Soprano Du!clan
(descant curtal)

Alto Gemshorn

—by Graham Lyndon Jones (England)
—compass: f-g'
— Price: $165.00

— by Christopher Monk (England)
—ebony-resin, leather covered
— Price: $105.00

— by Graham Lyndon Jones
— Price: $235.00

— in f, by Graham Lyndon Jones
— Price: $105.00

We stock the following recorders:

Baroque —Mceck (Rottenburgh)
—Hopf
—Dolmetsch (hand-crafted, in soprano and alto only)

Renaissance —Moeck
— Hopf

Plastic Recorde -s —Dolmetsch & Aulos

Send for our Recorder catalogues.

Please direct all correspondence to:

Suite 4, 2453 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M4P 2E8 CANADA
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Philip
[Levin

Instruments and Service
Geared to Professional Standards

• MOECK HISTORICAL WOODWINDS—recommended models in
stock for immediate delivery.

• MONK CORNETTI—we are pleased to announce a new,
specially designed A cornetto made exclusively for us and to
our specifications.

• LEWANDOWSKI HARPS AND PSALTERIES—announcing the
Hans Memling Harp, an instrument designed and scaled
according to harps depicted by the 15th century painter.

• VOICING-TUNING-REPAIRS—complete service on most
makes of recorders and historical woodwinds.

• REEDS—plastic and cane replacement reeds for all Moeck
instruments, and a complete line of reed making supplies and
tools.

• SATISFACTION UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED ON ALL
SALES AND SERVICE—we do our own preparation and
warranty work.

112 First Avenue Please write for information.
New York, N.Y. 10009 Visit by appointment only.
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J.S. BACH: Four Overtures, BWV
1066-1069. Collegium Aureum, Franz.
Josef Maier, director. Hans-Martin Linde,
baroque flute, in No. 2. BASF (2 record
set, released 1973) ES) KHF 20332.
$13.96.
The Collegium Aureum utilizes a some-
what larger group of strings than the Con-
centus Musicus Vienna in their recording of
these superb orchestral works by Bach (see
AR, Winter, 1969, X(1) 9), but balance is
very good throughout, and Linde's ba-
roque flute is never covered up in the
second suite. Linde plays with a sweet,
woody tone and remarkably good inton-
ation, and the other performers are also
absolutely first-rate. I think the larger body
of strings is a plus in the brilliant third and
fourth suites, where Bach adds trumpets
and timpani, especially the marvellous
French Overture to No. 4. Bouree II in
Suite No. 1 seems a little lethargic to me,
but otherwise tempos are very good
throughout, with nice f ow in the various
dance movements. The recording, pro-
duced by Harmonia Muncli, is very fine. It is
difficult to choose between these spirited
performances and those by the Concentus
Music Vienna. Readers with an interest in
historical instruments and baroque perfor-
mance practice would do well to acquire
both sets.

MICHEL BLAVET: Six Sonatas for Flute
and Continuo, Op. 2. Ransom Wilson,
flute; Lionel Party, harpsichord. MUS-
ICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY (S) MHS
1861, $3.50.
MICHEL BLAVET: Four Sonatas for
Flute and Continuo, Op. 2, Nos. 1, 2, 4
and 5. Gabriel Fumet. flute; Jean-Louis
Petit, harpsichord. Societe Francaise du
Son (S) SXL 20.140.
MICHEL BLAVET: Sechs Sonaten fur
Flote rind Klavier, Op. 2. Edited by
Walter Kolneder. Heidelberg: Willy Mul-
ler, Suddeutscher Musikverlag. 1969. (2
vols., Sonatas 1-3, 4-6. WM 2486 and
2487 SM. Scores, 36 and 40 p., plus
parts for flute and violoncello. No price
given.)
Michel Blavet (1700-1768), a self-taught,
left-handed flute virtuoso, was one of the
most celebrated performers of his time, as
well as a composer o some distinction.
Best known of his works are the six
attractive sonatas for flute and continuo,
Op. 2. An edition by Louis Fleury has been
available since 1911, but a new version
edited by Walter Kolneder offers superior
editing, good quality paper with clear print
and no bad page turr.s, plus a separate
cello-continuo part. Especially interesting
and valuable is the inclusion of Blavet's
own indications of where to breathe, which

Record Reviews

(bale cffigcee'

should help modern students as much as
those of Blavet's day whom he noted
"have a certain difficulty in breathing at the
right time. As a consequence they often
confound one phrase with another, or they
split a tune which should be played all in
one breath." (Kolneder's translation.) All
students of the traverso will want to acquire
this music, and it is also recommended to
advanced recorder players, since these fine
sonatas require only minimal editing to be
suitable for soprano recorder.
A good recording of four of the sonatas

was released several years ago on SOCI-
ETE FRANCAISE DU SON label, as
performed by Gabriel Fumet and Jean-
Louis Petit. Petit's harpsichord realization is
sometimes overly obtrusive, but otherwise
this recording is very satisfactory. Better in
every way, however, is a new version on
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, which
includes all six sonatas. Ransom Wilson, a
former student of Jean-Pierre Rampal,
plays in much the same style as that great

virtuoso, with a fine warm tone and
effective ornamentation, and he is given
excellent support by Lionel Party. There is
some print-through at beginnings of move-
ments, but this is a minor flaw in an
otherwise excellent recording.

TRANSFORMATIONS. ANON.: lstam-
pita ghaetta; GUILLAUME DUFAY: Par
droit je puis bien complaindre; Malheur-
eux cuer, que veux tu faire?; Invidia nim-
ica; C'est bien raison de devior es-
saucier; Je me complains piteusement;
GRIMACE: Alarme, alarme; F. LAN-
DINI: Adiu, adiu; Se la nimica mie;
MATHEUS DE PERUSIO: Andray Sou-
let; VAILLANT: Par maintes foys. Music
for a While: Lalloue Davenport, recor-
ders, krummhorn, sackbutt; Judith Dav-
idoff, kemence (Turkish fiddle), vielle,
psalteries; Philip Levin, recorder,
shawm, krummhorn; Sheila Schonbrun,
soprano; Steven Silverstein, cornett,
recorder, krummhorn. 1750 ARCH RE-
CORDS (Box 9444, Berkeley, Calif.
94709) (released 1974) (S) 1753, $6.98.
The matter of "authenticity" in performing
early music is problematic at best, and the
notes accompanying this fine record by
members of Music for A While frankly
states that "the aim of the present
renditions is not the historical documen-
tation or demonstration of the music but its
enjoyment." Least "authentic" but one of
the most interesting and enjoyable selec-
tions is the anonymous dance Istampita
ghaetta which opens this recital. Given a
virtuosic performance with spirited
rhythms and exotic tone colors, it sounds
not unlike present-day near Eastern musi-
cians having the equivalent of a jam
session. Immediately following this, the
most extended (seven-and-a-half minutes)
work performed, the pristine sound of
two recorders, playing Landini's Se la
nimica mie, comes as something of a mild
shock. Recorders are heard in fully 8 of the
11 selections: a duet for 2 tenors, a trio for
2 recorders and organetto, and in consort
with voice, cornett, drum, kemence, organ-
etto, psaltery, sackbutt, shawm, and vielle.
One of the other three pieces features the
nasal sound of 3 krummhorns and vielle,
and a harp is heard together with voice in
one selection. Sheila Schonbrun's beauti-
fully expressive singing in five pieces adds
much to the success of this attractive
recording; I especially enjoyed Dufay's
lovely bergerette Malheureux cuer, que
veux tu faire?, where she is accompanied
by vielle and bass recorder. Complete texts.
with parial English translations, mostly of
unrequited love, are included with the
printed commentary. Stereo sound is
first-rate.
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Early MUSiC atand5
Presents a wooden music stand
designed especially for early
music performance. This ele-
gantly styled stand is hand
crafted from solid cherry hard-
wood, oiled and hand rubbed
to a beautiful satin finish.
The music desk tilts and
adjusts in height from 26"

to 48" so you can play comfort-
ably sitting or standing. The legs
are easily removed for carrying
conveniently anywhere. $80.00
Please make check or money order

payable to Early Music Stands; if
using BankAmericard or Master
Charge give card no., expiration
date, (Master Charge) interbank no.,

and your signature for authorization.
Calif. residents please add 6% sales

tax. Orders shipped U.P.S. prepaid.

Satisfaction guaranteed or your
money refunded.

Early music Ztand5
75 Homer Ave., P.O. Box 277, Palo Alto, CA 94302

Telephone (415) 328-5044

THE GOLDEN FLUTE

RECORDER SHOPPE

91 Saratoga Avenue

South Glens Falls, New York 12801

Recorders by

Moeck • Adler • Aura ,',Coolsma) • Schott • Dolmetsch • Yamaha

and featuring the Rottenburgh made by Moeck

(You'll never need another recorder)

• Harpsichords by Neupert

• Full line of Orff/Schulwerk Studio 49

instruments

• Immediate delivery in large or small

quantities

• Large inventory of music for Recorder,
Harpsichord

Exit 17n — off interstate 87 (The North Way)

Open Daily 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Tuesday and Friday until 8 P.M.

Te,'ephone: (518) 792-7050

Classified

FOR SALE

Dolmetsch Alto Recorder, Rosewood,
with fitted case, $100. Adler Alto
Recorder, Pearwood, $15. Joe Frazier, 503
Girard Avenue, Dothan, AL 36301. [205]
792-9138.

Harpsichords—a listing of instruments
for sale in the New England area. Glenn
Giutarri, 9 Chestnut St., Rehoboth, MA
02769.

Adler Bass in excellent condition, $150.
Timothy Nelson, 200 Staniford Road,
Burlington, VT 05401.

Professionally built Burton harpsichord,
1968, in excellent condition. $1200. K.
Taylor, Box 208, Gambler, Ohio 43022.
[614] 427-3752.

French musette, Renaissance alto flute,
Old-pitch alto recorder, 19th-century
conical flute, Alto kortholt, Piccolo
recorder in c"', 18th-century square piano.
Prices and descriptions on request: Tel.
[203] 274-5125.

AULOS RECORDERS—school & ARS
member discounts. THE RECORDER
NEST [new address], RR #1, 108th Av.,
Orland Park, IL 60462.

Clarinet—ca. 1800, 5-key boxwood with
ivory, $325. M. Cooper, 707 Clovet St.,
New Orleans, LA 70117.

Westover positive organ, 4 octaves.
Daniel FL Shapiro, 164 Mulberry St., NYC
10013 [212] 966-3631.

WANTED

Von Huene Baroque Alto Recorder. Will
pay high price. Please call or write. JOHN
RHODES, 2031 Chestnut St., Philadel-
phia, PA 19103. [215] 567-3123.

Used alto shawm and alto, tenor, or bass
duician. David Houser, 1810 Laramie,
Manhattan, Kansas 66502. [913] 539-
8423.

WILL PAY $600 FOR GOOD Von Huene
Alto. Bob Strassler, P.O. Box 589,
Westport, CT 06880. [203] 226-9535.

Von Huene Tenor Recorder, preferably
w ith ivory mouthpiece. Would also l ike to
buy Fehr Soprano and Alto in excellent
condition. Werner Zimmermann, 6516
North Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53217. [414] 352-8891.
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ARTHUR NITKA PRESIDENTTELEPHONE: (212) 245-5270

February, 1976.

AN ARTICTE OF MERIT!
(We're offering free reprints)

Dear Fellow Recorder Enthusiast:

Every so often there appears a reference work
of exceptional merit - one I can without reser-
vation commend to our customers and friends cf
Terminal Music.

Such a piece arDeared in the last issue of the
American Recorder. It's entitled Observation 
on the Relation between Wood and Tone Quality 
in Recorders, by the esteemed Martin Davidson.

I've wri-r,ten to the American Recorder and with
their premissioa have obtained a modest number
of reprints of this article. They're available,
on request on a first come first served basis -
a service to our many fellow musicians.

Why You Should Read :t 

Any recorder enthusiast who wan-,s to know the
coldly scientific criteria that go into the
selection of materials for making recorders
should read this article. It's a perspective
we all need. Too often we get caught up in
recorder selection strictly from the artistic 
point of view -the musicians' ear for lovely
tone with ease in playing. (I plead guilty!)
As a musician, I know what I like -what
sound good to me -as a physicist, I would
certainly fail the course. (When I read Martin's
article I learned some of what I probably
should have learned in school!)

I Guess I'm Just A Musician

However -I guess in the final analysis I'll
go on picking the recorders from the musician's
point of view. ?hysicists don't always agree
anyway! I recall a physicist friend of mine
told me he and his colleagues always failed :o
agree on the secret of the Straiivarius violir.
Some true experts say the varnish -some say
the wood itself- some say the undercutting of
the top section. Taking the thing apart yields 
nothing except a busted-up Strad! Same with
recorders I fear Some designs are great -
wood, plastic. or fiberglass. Autopsy would
prove absolutely nothing. Wood or plastic -
each individual design has its own set of
characteristics - depends upon what you want 
(If accusticians all agreed, it wouldn't be
costing somebody all that bread to change

WHERE EXPERT ADVISERS TAKE TIME TO HELP YOU

Avery Fisher Hall around. Somebody blew it -
and he had a Ph.D)

Off Base? (Watch It!) 

On cne thing you're sure off tase, Martin -
you call me a lignophile (Watch it! I write
to a mixed audience.) You're right - I do love
wood but only when it SOUNDS ravishing. I am
alsc a plasticophile (sic)- when a plastic
reccrder turns me on soundwise, and plays well.
And I suspect my allegiance would promptly
switch to lead pipe, rubber hose, glass,
stainless steel, epoxy, or welded-up brillo
if it gave the sound I want, and recommend to
my customers. (transla7,ion: friends:)Scien-
tifically it may look great, but the ear of
the musician rules the heart. An instrument's
either got it or it doesn't. Got to play it
to find out:

Some of My _Best Friends are Scientists. But...

The defense rests. For the purely scientific
point of view, I defer to Martin. Send for
your reprint of his article to know all of the
things he wisely teaches. But. careful, THE
LAB IS NOT THE LIP. The scientist must always
give way to the musician. A gorgeous sound,
easy response and great dynamtc range -cannot
be determined purely by the scientific method.
(I've thrown out many a bummer with a great
spec sheet.) It's an art not a science. Pure
and simple.

So thanks Martin -for your learned treatise.
It's great! Drop in sometime and let me
congratulate you in person.

PS Almost forgot. Got some lovely things
for you this month. Some of 'em repeats
from a special Christmas-time folder we
printed this year (and promptly sold out
so very many items) -Also some new and
very choice specialties of interest to
every recorder musician. They're all on
the next several pages. Turn over and see
which ones you just can't live without!

TERMINAL MUSIC IS A DIVISION OF TERMINAL MUSICAL SUPPLY. INC.
Copyright 1976, Terminal Music, a Division of Terminal Musical Supply, Inc.



TAKE A PEEK back into the past, and rediscover
the lost wisdom of the 18th century.

IT'S THERE for those who can
discover and uncover its musical
mysteries. I saw this set of
authentic, learned treatises -
unabridged, photocopied from the
originals -and figured my friends
who buy from Terminal Music
should have a chance to probe
their secrets. The serious
musician will want to peruse
every one of these facsimile
reproductions at length. Buy the 
set and store a century of
musical wisdom on your book
shelf. (Can you stand so much
knowledge?)

DETAILS: Hand-laid paper (of course)
Sharp, clear, reproduction.

TDEA: Gifts! Rewards for serious pupils
those who appreciate beautiful things.
Or, give yourself something nice, for no
reason at all.

PRICE: I charged S14.95 each in the store
over the holidays. And well worth it.
Customers paid it willingly.
SPECIAL-NOW for S3.95 each. ADVICE TO THE
WISE: Snap 'em up before they go back up.
(How many things in today's economy ever
go down for long? Sure ain't groceries!)
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DIRECTIONS FOR PLAYING THE THE NEWEST METHOD THE ART OF PIAYING ON THE AN INTRODUCTION TO SINGING. INSTRIETIONS UPON THE
FLUTE. The flute is, of LEARNERS ON THE GERMAN VIOLIN. The charm of the The "olde ' instructions HAUTBOIS. Even including
course, the recorder as it FLUTE. The "German Flute" old type, illustrations, and examples are true gems, "a scale of all the grace
was called in 1731. A 48- is, of course, the present- and text almost make the all exactly as the original this volume is perfect fo
page treasure of instruc- day transverse flute, then reader take up the violin edition explained then, any oboist or woodwind fa
Lions in antique type with still is its infancy. Any in order to enjoy the text Enchanting. ,-Da-ly-44-795- or player you }mow.
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A BALD-FACED PITCH

How many times do we make an out
and out pitch- like retail adver-
tising -in these pages? Not often,
let me tell you! This time I'm
making an exception - (I know when
not to mess with success.) We
printed this advertisement (repro-
duced here on a rakish slant) in
a December mailer. Liz stars -were
we unprepared for the deluge!
Sold out just like that (snap!)
Now, I don't know whether it's
the ad or the item -but I take
no chances with THAT kind of
response! So you're getting the
whole ad -Christmas berry border
and all- (Just in time for Easter).
When ycu've got a successful
foz-mula keep your hands of  a
dear friend continually tells me.

ADVICE: First come, first served.
Second come, long gone. (Old
Brooklyn proverb) Don't let the
grass grow under your feet on
this one. Free you checkbook
from you vest pocket and ORDER!
I'm still holding the price for
this issue of ARS. But when
they're gone, who knows! Japan
is a long way off, and I have
nc yen to raise the price when
I see a higher bill on a new
shipment. (Arghh - Art, you've
dcne it again.)

TURN TF7
?AGE FOR
MORE -
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How much do you have to pay for a 

stroboscopic

••

l& 
tuner? Don't need to tell us - we sell'em and0- 
they're Et/IL. (Also out of sight pricewise,for most of us!)

Friend of curs discovered these tuners -iE
they're a precision Japanese product - and< grabbed a limited quantity.0- Now what does a 

0 
recorder 

afficianado want•• 
virii,..tlylo tTii .;c.ctl._.oi__= uz.iel-----------r--.-,.._m_______i? : r___r_

,•be no i ng . ut 
-t , here's absolute tuning/Zi:Z accuracy. (Now we'll see how serious you are

ik? 
about your recorder playing!) You can calibrate4:1 
your recorders - pinpoint the sharp or flatnotes including accidentals - so you can favor

0:< 
or compensate. Make a set of preferred cross

.Jk! 
fingering charts for each instrement. (Works on
la 

instrument - tune your harpsicord or piano.01 If you mix instrument type:a or woods, this
Z 

is: a must. If you play 
renaissance pitch - this

is a must - for low pitch 
calibration. IT'S A

SMALL INVESTMENT TO MARE SURE YOU ARE TONAL01 
MASTER OF YOUR INSTRUMENT AND THAT YOUR CONSORT
SOUNDS ITS ABSOLUTE BEST. _. .n_Thiswillhel onliki:< 
et an extra ed e - and an 

eai;7731.7774971-ttr7• - VIBRATO - There is a pitch meter on the14 tuner that  to fre uenc/ deviations.
d e (Hc ho - how about that! A musician friend
.4....,..
Z 

uses one of these Terminal tuners to practice
.;-= 

for an even vibra7.o and et a vIsual check on
his vibrato rate. (Know any other gadget that's.01 7—reTia-Tiii-Ticido that? Scary!qp... 1.12142r.22-1 This little gem Ls supposed to go
for $160 or

-Thereabouts. Normally I might sell.ir 
it for say $120 - depending on quantity I order.01 
_13______________ R
uttheholida sirithas ot me! Until Jan 15th
I'll go with a .12.• 

$2 postage,
II:<' 

insurance, and handling). And friends - you• - ain't gonna see a decent TUNER at that price -JO•. nowhere. NO - where but Terminal Music, that is.

ilk?
10:<'  99 50 ows$2.92741 

SpEcIRL 
P3STAGE, Ex.)

.

11.7,
SNAP UP YOURS
BEFORE MY LIMITED
SUPPLY IS GONE!
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F 111!HERE ARE SOME REALLY OUTSTANDING PUBLICATIONS to tickle your fancy (and not irritate
your pockekbook at all!) These are fine values, but some are in very short supply,
whether at Terminal Music or (you'll pardon the expression) competing emporiums.
(I hope we're really in a class all by ourselves in the eyes of our esteemed customers),

ow n,

Thc

ic
(ordcrPla

1 
Handbook

0 RECORDER PLAYERS HANDBOOK - Hans
Martin Linde - If you know any
really serious recorder musicians,
this is the book that has already set
the field on its ear. Get it as a
gift toute de suite, a modern tech-
nique manual by a revered master
player - who leaves out absolutely 
nothing! Read March Bixler's review
in Recorder Review. Vol II No. 2 -
'leas a true rave. This should be
your standard gift of the holidays -
at $5.50 - what are you waiting for?
You'd shoot more than that on luncheon
for 2 - with far less enjoyment and
much more risk of heartburn! Just got
a shipment, and ready to ship to you.

Only $5.50 

Really, THE book on the subject. BUY IT!

THE RECORDER: Its Traditions and Its
Tasks. We've got a supply of the
famous Hildemarie Peter treatise that
even gives the authentic fingerings
favored by the famous ancient masters
who contributed so much to the develop-
ment of today's modern instrument.

, (People like Agricola, for example)
\ Excellent section on material desities,

modulus of elasticity, physical pro-
perties - stuff you'll never find else-
where in a million years. Get it be-
fore it goes out of print. Probably
too good to be around too long.

Only $7.50 

A TRUE CLASSIC - no library complete
without it. GET IT mu YOU CAN:

DIEGO ORTIZ. A highly anthentic
treatise on thematic variation
and ornamentation. Authentic
Birenreiter edition. Beautifully
printed - 135 pages of sheer
gold to the scholar and serious
musician. Excellent music for
Violin and Cembale, and for Voice
and Cembale. Only $20.25 

I/RATHER RARE (and rarifiedl). May not be reprinted.
for (brace yourself) ONLY $15.95 (That hurts!).

DIEGO ()RI! Z
ruMo ar gloms sots, chusulas v sem Aintree
5, rums m II masa et vials:vs Sam IS!)

Take it NOW

ROUNDS AND CANONS FOR 2 TO 9 VOICES by Byrd, Praetorius, Cherybini,
On Pres, Purcell, Palestrina, Beethoven, Mozart, Pierluigi.
A charming book of lovingly-manuscripted rounds and canons - on non-
glare gray paper, so you can easily "look on' to its 40 precious pages
in this special hand done edition. Get it while you can.
Only $2.00 (No - not a misprint - just a real bargain!)

THIS SOLD LIRE NOTCARES1 ORDER EARLY

QUARTZ. When was the last time your tried to find this treatise
on flute playing? Thought so! Well we found it. Tg-pages - and
what a treasure! This is the classic of baroque instruction for
the transverse flute. No music library is complete without it.
Softbound - but on excellent paper. Only $7.95 

THE FLUTE TREATISE of all times - If you play the flute,
it's a sin to be without it.
SAVE! Price reduced for this ABS issue. Buy it for just $6.95.

PS
ea M3 af-ss

GOD BLESS THE PRINCE OF WALES, hottest
item around. God Bless is a collection
of British melodies in 3 and 4 parts
for various recorders. Edited by John
Koch. Nothing like it anywhere. Bonus
feature: the art is by Tom Mc Eveny (IF
you aren't interested in recorder - rip
out the Mc Eveny prints and frame 'em -
Worth the modest price of the entire
book, just as original art!) Only $1.95
(Prepublication price til 12/31/75

- 3.95)

SURPRISE: I'll hold the $3.95 price.

(Two for $7.50).

NEW AT PRESSTIME - We've received the definitive work on Arnold
Dolmetsch entitled DOLMETSCH: THE MAN AND HIS WORK, by Margaret
Campbell. Price is $14.95 and it a beautiful! Been waiting for it-
and I commend it to you. Printed with care in Great Britain. 318
pages, hardbound. Don't hesitate. This one you NEED. Only $14.95.

ALSO - this time BY Dolmetsch: Interpretation of the Music of the 
Seventeenth and Eiihteenth Centuries. Paperback reprint, on
paper. Almost 500 pages. (The ornamentation section is a classic
all by itself.) Price only $3.95. (No missprint!).

maawameasOilftio•WilissiftioRWRerasiftgoW.
DISTURBING NOTE: Got a letter from a flute teacher saying she didn't
realize we were into flutes. BOY, are we ever! Like Gemeinhardt,
Armstrong, Selmer, Bundy, Yamaha, De777T— (Erso piccolos) AND we got
people here who play 'em professionally. INCIDENTALLY: You'll never
find a more competitive flute pricing policy than right here at
Terminal Music. (We're into other instruments too - like into ALL
others!)

ORDER FORM - FILL OUT AND MAIL.
Please send the following items as listed in this folder. If you live in
NYC or State add sales tax and approximate postage by your best guess.

How Many? Item

(1) DIRECTIONS FOR MAYTAG THE FivrE.
(2) THE liBliEST METHOD FOR LEARNEEM ON TIRE GERMAN FLUTE.
(3) THE ART OF PIATIRG ON ME VIOLIN.
(b) AN IWYRODICTION TO SMOG.
(3) INSTRUCTIONS UPON THE HAUTBOIS.
(6) EIECTRON/C TIMER - "Buy of the season".
(7) RECORDER PIAYERS HANDBOOK - Hane-Vartin Linde
(8) THE FUECORDER - Its Traditions and /ts Tasks.
(9) GOD BLESS THE PRINCE OF WA1ES - Edited by Jotm Koch.
(10) DIEGO ORT12 - Thematic Variation and Ornamentation.
(11) ROUNDS AND CANONS FOR 2 TO 9 VO/CES.
(12) Quartz - Baroque Instruction for the Transverse Flute.
(13) CAMPBELL - Dolmetsch: The Man and His Work.
(110 DOWETSCH - Interpretation of Rued,. 17th & 18th century.

Price Total

Each Price

$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.93
$3.95
$99.50

$5.50
$7.50
$3.95 (2 for $7 50)
$15.95
$2.00
$6.95
$14.95
$3.95

Produced for the American Recorder, Febilucry, 1976

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice Printed in U.S.A.

TERMINAL MUSIC
166 West 48th St.
New York, N. Y. 10036

ORDER IS LISTED AT LEFT.
Total for ordered items is
Tax (if NYC or State)
Estimated postage
TOTAL ENCLOSED

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY APT. NO.

STATE ZIP

PHONE
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CANONIC SUITE
(in the style of Telemann)

STEPHEN MALINOWSKI

PERFORMANCE NOTES

Trumpet Call: Tongue this movement hard, and be boisterous about it. Other notes
than those indicated can be trilled, and those indicated, may be omitted (this is true for all
movements). The eighth notes in the last line can get a bit sticky; tongue lightly here and
hope for the best; double-tonguing on a soft syllable (like tootle-oot/e) will help here. A
ritardando should occur only during the last two quarter notes.
Largo: Very legato tonguing throughout. Take deep breaths, and use them all up in a

rich vibrato on the dotted quarter and half notes. Ornament like crazy (but keep in touch
with reality, please.). If the high f in the second line presents a problem, slur up to it
through e as an ornament. I like adding the grace notes a-b-c before the trill in the
second line. Take a very long and intense ritardando. Swith parts for the
Minuet: Lightly. There should be an articulation pause between the first and second,

and second and third measures, and where the theme recurs. Ritard on the last two
quarters only; do not ornament this movement.
Gigue: If you can play it faster than 100, do so, just as long as you keep it clear and in

control. Ritard only on the final eighth note!

Stephen A. Malinowski was born August 6, 1953 in Santa Monica, California. He is
currently studying composition with Theo Musgrave at the College of Creative Studies on
the campus of the University of California at Santa Barbara. Originally a pianist, Stephen
was interested in the recorder and early music by his mother, Mary Ann, who studied
recorder playing with Erich Katz, and participated in concerts of early music. He has
composed primarily keyboard music, and chamber music for wind and string
instruments.

Copyright © 1976 by Stephen A. Malinowski

Editor's note: We invite composers to submit original compositions for recorders and
early instruments to The American Recorder for publication. There is no payment for
publication, but the composer retains the copyright so that the music can be published
elsewhere by the composer without obligation to this magazine. Compositions should be
no more than eight pages in length, including room for biographical data and program
notes, and should preferably be submitted in reproducible form. All compositions will be
evaluatqd by the editor.



CANZONETTE FRANCESE, by Gio-
seppe Guami, edited for SATB Recor-
ders by Phillip D. Crabtree, ARS Edition
No. 83, 1974, Galaxy Music Corp., New
York, Score and Pans $3.00.
Four first-class examples of that late six-
teenth century genre, :he Canzon(a) Fran-
cesa. For several decades Italian musicians
had been making keyboard and lute trans-
criptions of French chansons, and it was
only natural that instrumental groups
should look to the same source for
ensemble music, especially since the
current Italian madrigal, with its emphasis
on an expressive rer.dering of an emo-
tional text, lost essential value when trans-
cribed for instruments. The chanson, on
the other hand, was generally lively, sec-
tional, imitative, and -lad short but good
melodies. Composers, among them Gu-
ami, took advantage of the chanson's
structural logic, distinctive melodic ele-
ments, and opportunit es for imItative poly-
phonic writing to develop the instrumental
"Canzona alla Francesa." The four in Mr.
Crabtree's present ccllection are among
the finest I've seen.
Galaxy has provided beautifully printed

score and parts. The editor's informative
Preface and other editorial achievements
are exemplary. In dealing with tempo in
the frequently troublesome tripla sections
(sometimes with arr& iguous proportional
signatures), he advocates a sane and
practical flexibility, aril cites the authority
of Nicolo Vicentino (1511-1572). At any
rate, (no pun) four Defter than average
players (one of them with an agile bass that
can speak clearly up to high G) will find in
this set a substantial challenge to their
virtuosity and a great deal of musical
satisfaction.

B.J.H.

TRE STUD! PER QUATTRO, by Jurg
Baur, for Recorder Quartet, Breitkopf &
Hartel, Wiesbaden, 1973 (distributed by
Associated Music Publishers, NYC).
Edition Breitkopf 6689. Score (2 needed
for performance) $6.75.
Glissandi, locomotive noises, fluttertongu-
ing, quasi aleatorisch passages, measures
of 40 16, chords, trilled chords-all these
devices of the avant garde, and many
others besides, appear in Baur's formidable
trio of studies composed in 1972. Com-
posed for Brueggen & Co.? or Michael
Vetter & Co.? Surely only four virtuosi of
the highest skills, playing superb instru-
ments, and fully informed about (and
practised in) the full gamut of Bartolozzi's
canon of wind-playing tricks can dream of
actually performing these works. Only taste
will then tell players and listeners alike
whether it is worth the effort. We very

Music Reviews

Luise RASin,

eiffiou

REVIEWERS FOR THIS ISSUE: Ber-
nard J. Hopkins, William Metcalfe, Jane
P. Ambrose, Louise Austin, Eugene
Reichenthal.

badly need recordings of this type of
material if we are to learn to cope with it
even on the most rudimentary level. Cope
we must, if the modern recorder is to
partake of one of the important aspects of
the compositional language of today
Caveat emptor.

V/ M

NEUE L1EBLICHE UND ZIERLICHE
INTRADEN ZU FUNF STIMMEN, by
Johann Groh, for Recorder Quintet. Ed.
by H. Monkemeyer. Moeck, Celle, 1974.
Moeck ZFS 416-417. (U.S. distributor-
Magnamusic, Sharon, CT)
Five Intradas, chosen from 36 published in
Nurnberg in 1603, here edited for recor-
ders SSA(or S)T(or A)B by the ubuquitous
Mr. Monkemeyer. They are good pieces
with enough inner-part activity to sustain
interest, although impossible to swallow all
at once, since they are all processionals.
Sonorous on cornetti, shawms, sackbuts,
and viols, they are pretty shrieky on high-
pitched recorders. The bass part takes the
player up to the high C-sharp, a rather
tentative note on most Renaissance-design
instruments. Well-equipped consorts might
enjoy playing these on Alto, two Tenors,
Bass, and Great Bass.

W. M.

DANCES FROM TERPSICHORE
(1612), by Michael Praetorius. Arr. by

Christopher Ball for SSAB or SSTB,
with optional percussion and optional
keyboard accompaniment; or for recor-
der solo and keyboard. McAfee Music
Corp., 180 West End Ave., NY 10023,
1974. Consort Edition (3 score-parts,
keyboard part, alternate viola part),
$6.00; Solo Recorder Edition (incl. key-
board part), $2.50.
Nine of the famous, extremely available
Terpsichore gems (including three found in
that most familiar Fidula edition), in an
array of scores and parts which seem
unnecessarily complicated when the buyer
first opens the folder. The music is
gorgeous; but for this reviewer the best way
to approach it is from the simplest of scores
(Fidula, the two Doblinger volumes), scores
which force one to decide on the proper
instrumentation (including the proper re-
corders for each part), to improvise the
percussion and-or keyboard sounds which
one might want to hear in addition to the
instrumental lines, and then to listen
critically to the results. Christopher Ball's
notes, once one finds them, are probably
helpful to players who lack experience in
playing or listening to Renaissance dances.
Can there be many such left who would
rush to pay $6.00 for nine of them? This
reviewer finds the edition for solo recorder
and keyboard pointless; but some may find
it useful for pleasant playing at home.
When all is said and done, the music is
first-rate; and if you want more Praetorius
this edition may suit your needs very well.

W.M.

SUITE No. IV IN E MINOR, by Charles
Dieupart, for Tenor Recorder and Con-
tinuo. Ed. by J-C. Veilhan and D. Salzer,
Alphonse Leduc, Paris, 1974 (distrib. by
Elkan-Vogel, Phila.) Score and Parts,
plus facsimile of the original parts,
$9.00.
In approximately 1710, Roger of Amster-
dam published Dieupart's six solo harpsi-
chord suites, in an edition which also
included the composer's own parts for
violin or voice flute in D or fourth flute in B
flat, bass viol and arch-lute continuo.
Veilhan and Salzer have edited the fourth
of these suites, realizing the figured bass
and providing clean and accurate parts for
tenor recorder, soloist, harpsichordist, and
viol player. Besides these, Leduc's seem-
ingly astonishing price of $9.00 also
includes a facsimile of all of Dieupart's
original parts, including the much-orna-
mented version for solo keyboard, com-
plete with its obligatory table of graces
explaining the ornament signs. Thus this
edition can serve modern players in several
ways. Those who wish to play from original
instrumental parts and realize the continuo
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as they go may do so by copying or
xeroxing the facsimile solo and figured bass
parts (the facsimile does not appear to be
copyrighted, and its layout on the pages
prohibits performance from the original
parts without copying-doubtless Dieupart
would not object, nor should Messrs.
Leduc, I think). The harpsichordist who
wishes to play any or all of the seven
movements (French Ouverture plus the
normal six dances) need only play from the
original clavecin part in facsimile (assuming
he or she can read the bass line in the
baritone clef); but most players will find it
simplest to play from the modern printed
parts, perhaps studying the original harp-
sichord version for clues as to ornamen-
tation, texture, and style which might be
found therein. Now: assuming that all this
flexibility makes the price worthwhile, the
$64.00 question is-is the music itself worth
it? The answer is a clear "yes!" Attractive,
intricate, never run-of-the-mill, the suite is a
first-rate specimen of the Franch Baroque.
Salzer's realization draws heavily upon the
original harpsichord solo version for its
ornaments, and is generally very fine. One
could only wish that Veilhan had given the
solo recorder player a few more sugges-
tions as to trills, hemiolas, notes me gales,

and the like which, if clearly marked as
editorial, need not have spoiled the
apparent simplicity of Dieupart's original
solo part but would have been most a most
helpful guide for the amateur. Recom-
mended, then, despite its price, for the
quality of the music and the chance to deal
directly with original parts as well as their
modern realizations. Try a few movements
on the soprano while you are at it.

W.M.

TWO SONATAS FOR TWO FLUTES,
by J.B. Loeillet, edited by Gwilym
Beechey, Musica da Camera, #7; Ox-
ford University Press, 1973. Price: $5.40
These two sonatas are lackluster Loeillet.
For an exorbitant price ($5.40), one can
buy two sonatas (Opus V, Book II, #1, 4)
from a set of six for a total of sixteen
minutes of relatively dull music. The D
major sonata works well on two baroque
flutes or two alto recorders, oboe or violin
on one or both parts also being acceptable
options. Although the performance notes
state that all of the sonatas "sound best on
two flutes," the second sonata (g minor) is
difficult and extremely awkward on ba-
roque flutes, but works beautifully on two

alto recorders. Recorder players will of
course have to make appropriate octave
transpositions when the compass goes
below F. The major advantage of this
publication and of the other pieces in the
Musica da Camera series is that the edition
is clean and editorial additions are clearly
marked as such.

Jane P. Ambrose

Editor's Note: We welcome Ms. Jane
Ambrose to our distinguished roster of
Music Reviewers. She is an assistant
professor of music at the University of
Vermont and a reviewer for Choice
Notes of the Music Library Association
and the journal of the National Associa-
tion of College Wind and Percussion
Instructors. She is a member of the
UVM Baroque Ensemble along with
another of our reviewers, Dr. William
Metcalfe. This is the first review con-
cerning baroque flute, and we will
continue to have music for flute re-
viewed.

FOLK SONGS OF EUROPE, arranged
by Maurice C. Whitney, duets or trios,

FRIEDRICH VON HUENE
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE DOES NOT AND HAS NOT
ENDORSED ANY RECORDERS BUT HIS OWN AND THE

Rotten burgh Recorders
designed by him.
The use of his name in connection with any other brand in unauthorized and
misleading.

Available through the VON HUENE WORKSHOP are all "Rottenburgh" Recorders.
Also a Contrabass Recorder in F, made by von Huene, from the collection of Frans
Brueggen, and several alto recorders at A-415 by outstanding makers.

Please inquire.

December 1, 1975 65 Boylston St., Brookline, MA 02146
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plus keyboard. Consort Music CM 1019,
1973. Price: $1.50, score only.
"Eleven countries are represented in this
group of well known European folk songs,"
to quote the preface, and they are good
ones. Many recorder players enjoy playing
folk tunes and most of them have a way of
sounding good on recorder. The keyboard
part adds to the overall sound and, as
suggested, percussion is a nice touch. For
those new to percussion, use the rhythms
in the keyboard part for starters and branch
out from there. Some of the tunes sound
especially nice on two tenors and a bass, if
available.
All eleven tunes are beautifully printed

with no page turns, and most play in less
than a minute. Lower intermediate to
advanced players will enjoy this collection.
One on a part is best for satisfying results.

L.A.

RENAISSANCE DEBUT, arranged by
Maurice C. Whitney. Consort music
CM1023, 1974. Price: $1.75, score only.
As usual with Consor. Music publications,
the price is right for this collection. Dr.
Whitney supplies many voicing possibilities
for these welknown Renaissance compo-
sitions: duet combinat ons with or without
keyboard, simple trios (SSA, SST, SAT,
SAA, AAA, and AAT) plus keyboard, large
combinations doubling parts an octave
down and bass reading from the keyboard
line. With most of thE pieces, I found the
keyboard part adds a great deal. Only a
few of the pieces sound as good or a little

better without keyboard. Try all combina-
tions and have fun deciding.
The title suggests this might be easily

played music. Intermediate players should
be able to sight read it quite well, but
played up to tempo it will be a definite
challenge for less than intermediate play-
ers.
The collection contains dances by Ar-

beau, Gervaise, and Susato, a Frank
Intrada and Villancico by del Encina. There
are no page turns in this beautifully printed,
uncrowded score. Duration: about one
minute per piece.

L.A.

BLUES IN RETROSPECT, for Recorder
Quartet SAAT, by Andrew Charlton.
Anfor Publishing Company, REC No.
19, 1972. Price: $1.50, score only.
Mr. Charlton is an excellent arranger of jazz
music for recorder. If you haven't tried any
of his modern arrangements before, try this
one and discover recorders playing jazz
with a soft, smooth touch. Blues, in
addition to being printed with blue notes, is
designed to have the blues "feeling" by
being arranged in 6-8 time. It rounds the
corners of the square interpretation that
sometimes plagues the recorder player
while attempting jazz music. I worked on
this piece with several groups and they all
enjoyed it. Recommended for sharp
intermediate or advanced players.

L.A.

REDLICAS OF 15' CENTURY HARPS

AS DEPICTED BY HANS MEMLING

PHILIP LEVIN WORKSHOP

112 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10009

VISIT BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.
PLEASE WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

•

•

ooking
the

aroque.
The rise of vocal and choral music
in the Baroque era — the majestic
and enduring works of Bach, Han-
del and their contemporaries — is
explored in depth in the latest vol-
ume of The New Oxford History
of Music. Written with the thor-
oughness and authority that have
earned the series worldwide ac-
claim, illustrated with plates and a
profusion of musical examples,
this book offers both informative
reading and a convenient reference
for all lovers of the early opera
and oratorio.

OXFO D
HISTO
OF
MUSIC
Volume V: Opera and

Church Music 1630-1750
Edited by Nigel Fortune

and Anthony Lewis

With 800 pages printed on premium
coated stock; 13 plates; $49.50

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016
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TROIS MORCEAUX POUR FLUTES A
BEC ET PETITE PERCUSSION, edited
by Rene Widiez. Alphonse Leduc, Paris,
1972 (distrib. by Elkan-Vogel, Phila.).
Price: $1.75.
These read like the homework of a
mediocre student in the first weeks of an
elementary harmony course (although one
minuet bears the name of J. Ph. Rameau).
They are inexpressibly dull for any age
level. The illustrated fingerings are for "le
pipeau," some form of flageolet with a
fingering system quite different from the
recorder's. The one fascination this book
has for me is that the three pieces were
selected from "Onze danses" and from
"Quatorze pieces," which according to my
arithmetic means that there are twenty-two
pieces presumably inferior to these some-
where in print. Mind-boggling.

E.R.

BAROQUE FLUTE
REPLICAS

Original by I. A. Crone, Leip-
zig, ca. 1750. Replicas supplied
with A415 and A440 joints.
Rosewood, $300. Turkish
Boxwood or Grenadilla, $350.
Orders and details from:

Robert Shlaer
2109 Alhambra S.W.

Albuquerque, NM 87104

SPECTRA for Four Recorders, by
Eduardo Armando Alemann. ARS Ed-
ition No. 79, Galaxy Music Corporation,
1975. Performance Score: $2.50. Re-
cord: $3.00.
This is the winner of the First ARS
Composition Contest and is a very
contemporary piece with most of the
possibilities of sound well used. Moving
from one sonority to another, the player
attempting this piece will learn what his or
her recorder can do. The exciting textures
definitely require advanced skill. Everyone
reads from the score which is most
necessary with this type of piece. All of the
markings for unusual sounds and tech-
niques are well explained under the
heading of performance instructions. Still,
the first look at this score might unnerve all
but the very brave, and someone came up
with the perfect solution to that problem! A
record of the piece, beautifully done by the
Pro Arte Consort of Buenos Aires. I highly
recommend buying the record with the
music, especially if you are not too familiar
with contemporary sound and notation. If
you're not sure what is intended by some
of the notation, which is very possible, the
answer is in the record. Don't worry about
copying the artists. I'm sure each player's
personal touch will be there. I believe you'll
enjoy trying to make the very high, rapidly
tongued sounds, the slow vibratos, the
broad glissandos, and careful blends of
sound that make' this an exciting composi-
tion.

L.A.

MELANCHOLIC MEMPHIS MEMO, for
Recorder Quartet (SATB) by Jos Wuy-

RENAISSANCE TRANSVERSE FLUTES
Handmade in Plastic

Soprano (d2)  $16
Alto ]gl or 

a1] 21
Tenor :d I )  27
Bass (8)  53
The Consort  114

Sailcloth flute cases with snap top: $2.25, $2.75, $3.25, $5.25
for SATB respectively. Formfitting, made to last.

Music for SATB flute consort: ten assorted pieces edited and
arranged by us, two copies each in score form: $2.00. Duos and
trios: $2.00

Prices postpaid in USA.
Foreign orders pleace add 10% on all items.

AARDVARK FLUTEWORKS
629 N. LINN

IOWA CITY, IOWA 52240
319-338-4354

tack. Alphonse Leduc, Paris, 1974 (dis-
trib. by Elkan-Vogel, Phila.). Price:
$1.75.
The composer is a specialist in the Orff
system of teaching music, and he is much
in demand internationally as a clinician for
music educators. This light music has a
dedication: "for my master class, 1962,
Memphis", but whatever difficulties it
would present to moderately good players
are musical rather than technical: the
rhythms are unusual and shifting.
There are six movements, all quite short,

each with its own modest mood, all
somewhat jazzy in style. The book is small
(about 6.5 X 11 in.) but well printed, page
turns are between movements, and four
people would require two books for
comfortable reading, since it is in score
form. It is amusing to read through, and a
friend of mine who teaches adult classes
says that is has considerable educational
value.

E.R.

THREE THIRTEENTH CENTURY
DANCES for Recorder Duet (SA),
transcribed and arranged by Peter
Hedrick. Sharon, CT: Consort Music,
Inc., a Division of Magnamusic, 1975.
Price: $1.75.
It is hard to believe, although we have it on
good authority, that such familiar and
rollicking tunes have not previously been
issued in a practical edition for performing.
Two of these lively medieval dances were
used by the New York Pro Musica in "The
Play of Daniel." They are the most
appealing examples I know of estampie or
ductia, popular dances of the time. A
simple percussion is included in the score,
and the ensemble is very effective if done
at the recommended speed, which is not
especially difficult.
Alternate instruments are suggested in

the editor's preface, but what is not
mentioned is that every note of all three
dances lies beautifully for a duet of alto and
tenor krummhorns, the tenor reading
down an octave.
According to the preface, the dances are

anonymous, among the earliest examples
of purely instrumental polyphony. Mr.
Hedrick found them in the British Library
along with the early canon "Sumer is
icumin in," to which they are very similar in
spirit.

E.R.
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WO ODIVIND INSTRUMENTS
OF THE RENAISSANCE

AND BAROQUE PERIODS
A musical interest of a different and special type

KRUMMHORNS
CORNAIMUSES
KORTHOLTS
RANKE1'1S
DULCIANES

SHAIVMS
ZINKS
FLUTES
OBOES

BASSOONS
CHALUMEAUX

Barope Oboe Renaissance Krumnhorn 1110ECH
Catalogues from Magnamusic, Sharon, Connecticut, 06069 003) 364-5431



MOECK proudly announces the
ROTTENBURGH RECORDERS

Jean Hyacinth Rottenburgh (Brussels 1672-1765) was one of the Baroque period's
finest *woodwind makers. Many of his recorders, flutes, and oboes have been
preserved, showing their superb playing qualities.

Friedrich von Huene, one of the world's leading recorder makers, studied and
compared many Rottenburgh instruments and those of his contemporaries, in
Europe, on a grant from the Guggenheim Foundation. The new Rottenburgh
Series is designed to closely follow Rottenburgh's finest examples.

The Rottenburgh Series is being made in the Moeck Workshops in consultation
with Friedrich von Huene. These instruments show an even response throughout,
a strong tone, and flawless intonation. They are ideally suited for the literature of
the Baroque, and they possess the same elegant profile as Rottenburgh's instru-
ments.

Rottenburgh Sopranos available in these models:
Maple, with flat windway(#229)  $55.00
Bubinga, with arched windway (#329)  $81.00
Palisander, with arched windway, two ivory rings (#429) 108.00
Grenadilla, with arched windway, two ivory rings (#529)  135.00

Rottenburgh Altos available in these models:
Map.e with flat windway (#239)  $98.00
Bubinga with arched windway (#339)  147.00
Palisander, with arched windway, two ivory rings (#439)  196.00
Grenadilla, with arched windway, two ivory rings (#539)  244.00

Rottenburgh Tenors available in these models:
Maple, with flat windway, C#, D# holes (#249)  152.00
Maple, as above but with D# hole, C-C# key (#249a)  182.00
Bubinga, arched windway, C#, D# holes (#349)  188.00
Bubinga, as above but with D# hole, C-C# key (#349a)  218.00
Palisander, arched windway, ivory rings, C#, D# holes (#449)  250.00
Palisander, as above but with D# hole, C-C# key (#449a)  280.00
Blackwood, arched windway, ivory rings C#, D# holes (#559)  312.00
Blackwood, as above but with D# hole, C-C# key (#559a)  344.00

Rottenburgh F-Bass:
Maple, bocal,b,c,low f keys, g-g# double hole  $500.00

Inquire through your local music dealer, or for
the names of dealers consult:

General agents for the U.S.A.:

Magnamusic Distributors, Inc., Sharon, Conn. 06069

Repairs and service for Moeck Rottenburgh recorders purchased in the U.S.A. (include filled-out
guarantee and $2 to cover postage and handling):

Philip Levin Thomas M. Prescott
112 First Avenue 12 Howard St.
New York, N.Y. 10009 Cambridge, Mass. 02139

MOM
VERLAG + MUSIKINSTRUMENTENWERK • D 31 CELLE



YOUNG MR. PEPYS. By John E.N.
Hearsey. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1974. (5.25 X 8.5 in., 307 p., 13
black-and-white illus., $7.95)
This nicely produced book is no substitute
for the original Diary, now in process of
publication by the University of California
Press (see reviews in AR, Feb. 1972, Aug.
1973, and Aug. 1975), but it can serve as a
useful introduction to that remarkable
work, and its frequent duotations preserve
something of the uniqLe flavor of Pepys'
writing. In addition to chapters covering the
period of the Diary (1660-1669), Mr.
Hearsey provides background data on
Pepys' ancestors, immediate family and
relatives, and his childhood, as well as
relating the events of his life subsequent to
those recorded in the Diary. He also
provides a Table of Events, a brief
chronology of Pepys' life, information
on the Principal Persorages Mentioned in
Young Mr. Pepys, and an index. Young
Mr. Pepys includes a nLmber of references
to music, which was Samuel Pepys'
principal recreation and consolation, in-
cluding his playing on the flageolet, but
readers of AR will be disappointed that Mr.
Hearsay fails to men:ion the recorder,
Drumbleby, or Thomas Greeting.

ANTHOLOGY OF INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC FROM THE END OF THE
SIXTEENTH TO THE END OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Compiled
and edited by Joseph Wilhelm von
Wasielewski. (Unabridged republication
of Instrumentalsatze corn Ende des XVL
bis Ende des XVIL Jahrhunderts, pub-
lished originally in Bonn in 1874 as the
music supplement to Wasielewski's Die
Violine im XVIL Jahrhundert und die
Anfange der lnstrumentalcomposition.)
New Introduction and Notes by John G.
Suess. New York: Da Capo Press, 1974.
(12 X 9 in., xxix and 80 p., $19.50)
We tend to think of tne great revival of
"early music" as a product of the past 20
years or so, but this fine anthology of 17th
century instrumental music was originally
published over a century ago. Its compiler,
Joseph Wilhelm von Wasielewski (1822-
1896), a violinist and composer, as well as
author of several books, was a student of
Mendelssohn, David, and Hauptman, and
a personal friend of Schumann. The
present Anthology, compiled mainly from
the conservatory library at Bologna and
state libraries at Brussels and Berlin, is quite
remarkable in providing a fine selection of
the major types of instrumental ensemble
music in the 17th century. Its value is
increased for the modern student by an
excellent essay on late 16th and 17th
century instrumental ensemble works, plus

Book Reviews
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aitical notes on all of the 38 selections, by
John G. Suess of Case Western Reserve
iniversity. Composers whose music is
.ncluded are Allegri, Banchieri, Bassani,
Farina, Fontana, Gabrieli, Legrenzi, Marini,
Maschera, Mazzaferrata, Merula, Mont'
Albano, Neri, Torelli, Uccellini, Veracini,
and Vitali.
This volume will be of most value to

students of music history, but it may also
interest serious recorder players who will
find several works that could be readily
transcribed for recorder cosort. Of the one
piece originally scored for recorders and
strings, only a fragment for strings alone
appears in this anthology. The music, a
Sonata fur 3 Floten, 2 Violinen, Violetta
und Tiorba o Viola (1651) by Massimiliano
Neri, might be worth exploration by some
readers.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS TEA TOW-
EL. Illustrations of ancient instruments
from the Leslie Lindsey Mason Collec-
tion. (Linen, 17 X 30 in., $2.25. Available
from the Museum of Fine Arts, 479
Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 02115)
This attractive linen towel features color
illustrations of an interesting assortment of
17th, 18th, and early 19th century
instruments from the former Galpin collec-
tion now in the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston. The Chevalier one-key flute is
included but, alas, nc recorders. Especially
if framed, it would make a nice decoration
for one's music room.

THE FLUTE AND ITS PROBLEMS:
TONE DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
INTERPRETATION FOR THE FLUTE.
By Marcel Moyse. Tokyo: Muramatsu

Gakki Hanbai Co., Ltd., 1973. (Cloth,
10.5 X 13.5 in., 61 p., incl. 17 p. text, text
and music being a facsimile of the
author's manuscript, $23.00. Available
from Hansen Music Publications, 3323
Westside Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
45208)
This book represents what is probably the
final word on artistic flute playing by one of
the greatest masters of the instrument.
Born in 1889, professor at the Paris
Conservatory and flute soloist at the Paris
Opera for many years, Marcel Moyse
participated in numerous historic perfor-
mances in the earlier years of this century,
and he conitnues to be active as a teacher
in Vermont and Europe. In 1934 he
published his De La Sonorite: Art et
Technique (Leduc), one of the most
valuable books for the flute student, and in
1962 he published Tone Development
Through Interpretation for the Flute (and
other wind instruments) (McGinnis &
Marx), a collection of operatic melodies
and some slow movements from instru-
mental works that he found useful in
studying tone development. Now the text
to this work, plus more melodies and some
etudes, is finally in print.
This book will be of great interest to

flutists, especially former students of
Moyse, but it can be read with profit by
other wind instrumentalists as well. In his
Preface Moyse writes: "After some years of
experience with my pupils at The National
Conservatory of Music of Paris I am
convinced that this book would be of value
not only to flutists but to all wind
instrument players who hope to see their
instruments equal in prestige those more
priv:leged until now. I hope to see this
conviction shared by all, and look forward
to the day when these instruments
considered for so long as 'poor relations'
will be accepted at their true value." (p. 1)
The problems discussed are most relevant
to wind instruments requiring an embou-
chure, but Moyse's thoughts on expres-
siveness, vibrato, and music-making will
interest recorder players too.
Moyse's comments on his experiences in

playing in the Paris Opera Orchestra,
beginning when he was only 19, and
listening to singers compete with each
other might be considered relevant to the
playing of baroque trio-sonatas with imi-
tative parts. He writes: "I witnessed very
interesting competitions between singers.
In the old operas, for example, in which
both men and women performers have the
opportunity to rival one another in
intelligence and musicality, each taking in
turn the same phrase an octave apart. The
greatest applause would go to the singer
who could develop his phrase with the
most intelligence, who could graduate his
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THE
RECORDER
SHOP

We handle the best lines of
Recorders, Lutes, Viola da Gambas,

and Music.

432 SO. HILL ST.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. 90013

(213) 687-0988

.71<7.<%'‹7‹7‹i',G.<?•,:f7k

CUSTOM CASES

FOR RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE
RECORDERS, FLUTES, AND OBOES
• select mahogany, velvet lining, expert

blocking
• mailing tubes available, felt lining,

leather covered
• reconstruction and repair

BROCHURE ON REQUEST
ARTIST ENTERPRISES INC.

c/o Miguel S. Arista, President
76 Rockland Street

Roxbury, Massachusetts 02119

crescendo and decrescendo with the most
skill, who puts the accents and inflections in
the right places and who found not only
the quality, intensity, and timbre of voice
necessary to express his feelings, but also
of the type of expression in vibrato." (p. 4)

In discussing the great baritone, Vanni
Marcoux, Moyse writes: "He created
atmosphere from the first note for he not
only always found the vocal color and
nuance most appropriate to characterize
the phrase, but with an unheard-of art, he
was able to envelope his voice with an
almost imperceptible but innate vibrato in
order to make it even more attractive. This
vibrato had absolutely nothing systematic
about it; never was it a matter of 7, 9 or
even 99 vibrations per second. It was a
question of a vibrato related to the general
emotion of the phrase--either wide or tight,
which could disappear or become more
intense at will, according to the feeling to
be expressed." (p. 4-5) Later he com-
ments "This problem of life, of expression
of emotion in performances must attract
the special attention of all performers. It
can have enormous repercussions in the
professional life of a musician, for with the
great advances of modern science, playing
of wind instruments soon can be mechan-

ically simulated to perfection. Professional
survival will be only for those who are
skillful enough and artistic enough to
exteriorize and project to their listeners
those sentiments contained in a musical
phrase." (p. 6)
Like Ganassi (Opera Intitulata Fonte-

gara, 1535), for whom "the aim of the
recorder player is to imitate as closely as
possible all the capabilities of the human
voice," Moyse's ideal is bel canto singing:
"Let us imitate the good qualities of great
singers." (p. 6) His comments on sonority
and vibrato, as well as suggestions for
effective practicing, should prove helpful to
many students who strive towards that
ideal.

DIRECTORY OF MUSIC FACULTIES
IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,
U.S. AND CANADA, 1974-76. Com-
piled and edited by Craig R. Short.
Binghamton, N.Y.: The College Music
Society, 1974. (Paper, 10 X 7 in., x, 247,
247, 80 and 8 p., $12.00. Available from
College Music Society, care of Music
Department, State University of New
York, Binghamton, N.Y. 13901)

New
releases:

Series I:
Arrangements

(with internal octave
transpositions)

Series II:
Transcriptions

(exact transpositions)

Bach for Recorder
Editions by David Smith

Vol. 1 — Eight Two-Part Inventions, Arranged for Two Recorders (soprano and alto).
Price $3.00 (score only).
Vol. 2 — Organ Obligato Solo (in D Major) from the Sinfonia to Cantata No. 29,
Arranged (in F Major) for Solo Alto Recorder. Price $1.25
Vol. 3 — Partia II (in D Minor) (including the Chaconne) for Solo Violin (BWV 1004),
Arranged (in G Minor) for Solo Alto Recorder. Price $1.50. 

Vol. 1 — Partita (in A Minor) for Solo Flute (BWV 1013), Transcribed (to C Minor)
for Solo Alto Recorder. Price $1.50.
Vol. 2 — Sonata (in B Minor) for Flute and Obligato Harpsichord (BWV 1030),
Transcribed (to C Minor) for Alto Recorder and Harpsichord. Price $3.50 (score and part).
Vol. 3 — Sonata (in G Minor) for Violin (Flute) and Obligato Harpsichord (BWV 1020),
Transcribed (to C Minor) for Alto Recorder and Harpsichord. Price $3.50 (score and part).

All prices postpaid both foreign and domestic. Payment (in U.S. Currency)
must accompany order. Wisconsin residents add 4% sales tax.

Available only from:

Smith Recorder Editions
1713 Adams Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53711
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This fifth edition of a computer-generated
directory is similar in format to the second
and third editions, reVewed earlier (AR
Summer 1969 and May 1971), but is
considerably expanded and also includes
an Index to Graduate Degrees in Music,
which was previously pLblished separately.
19,138 music faculty members in 1,300
institutions of higher learning in Canada
and the U.S., are listed alphabetically, as
well as under their respective institutional
music departments and Dy areas of interest.
Increased interest in recorder instruction
seems evident from the fact that 75
teachers are listed under Recorders as an
area of teaching specialization, whereas in
the 1968-70 Directory only 40 were so
listed, and in the 197172 Directory 45
names were listed. Other categories of
teaching specialization :hat would particu-
larly interest readers of AR include
Harpsichord, Lute, Viols, Early Keyboard,
Other Early Instruments, Collegium, Re-
naissance Wind Band, and Madrigal
Groups.

WIND INSTRUMENTS OF EURO-
PEAN ART MUSIC, Horniman Mu-
seum, London. By E.A.K. Ridley, Fore-
word by David M. Boston. Photographs
by Bernard Brandham. London: Inner
London Educational Authority, 1974.
(Publication No. 7168 05456. 5 X 7.5 in..
107p. plus 20 p. black-and-white plates.
Available from Horniman Museum and
Library, Forest Hill, London SE23 3PQ.
Price 45 p in UK only.)

This little book presents a concise and
knowledgeable account of the nature and
types of European wind instruments, an
excellent discussion in non-technical lan-
guage of their acoustic principles, a good
general history of such instruments, and
then detailed information on the following
specific types: duct flutes (including the
recorder), transverse flutes, oboes, bas-
soons, other double-reed instruments,
clarinets, other single-reed instruments,
lip-activated side-hole instruments, trum-
pets and trombones, French horns, comets
and bugle-horns, and organs. A listing of
the Adam Carse Collection of 320
instruments is included, arranged in chron-
ological order of acquisition, plus a
catalogue of al.l European wind instru-
ments now in the Horniman Museum,
listed systematically by category, with
physical dimensions, catalogue numbers,
and information as to whether they are
from the Bull, Adam Carse, or the General
collections. The 20 plates include a
judicious selection of 92 representative
instruments, with examples from each of
the several categories except organs, and
the author provides a useful list of books
and an index. The 8 recorders in the
collection include an anonymous sopra-
nino in G, altos by Anon., I. Heitz, J.J.
Schuchart, T. Stanesby and Stanesby Jr.,
and a modern bass by Adler.

INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF DISCOGRAPHIES: CLASSICAL
MUSIC AND JAZZ & BLUES, 1962-

Cornetto in A
by Christopher Monk

A brand new model, designed in collaboration with Steven
Silverstein. Built in ebony resin, and available with or without
leather covering.

Range g-d"

EXCLUSIVE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR:

PHILIP LEVIN
112 First Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10009

Please write for information.
Visit by appointment only.

Cambridge
Recorders
with Vibra-Bell
the
Sound Projector
The Cambridge Duranite
Recorder projects a clearer,
more resonant sound because
sound vibrations are amplified
through the patented Vibra-
Bell. It gives your students
greater satisfaction, more fun_

Raised finger holes and bettei
balance make t easier t3
handle and play. Three-piece
durable Du-abite construction
makes it sturch, enough to
carry a lifetime guaiantee.

Each Cambridge Recorder
includes a fingering chart
Tuned to A-44), 72 F.,
Baroque system. Student-
priced at your music dealer in
two companion models:
Soprano, $2.50; Alto, $8.50.

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $5 for
1-472 Carr [midge Vibra-Bell
Alto Re:ordEr $ 8.10
1-481 Elementa-y Recorier Book .75
1-24137 All Abc..t The
Recorder Bcok 1.$0

Ion! Valie $10.75
I ntrodt.cto -y cffer one to an ecucstor.
All for only p.m) ,or add' tionsl
contact you- mus e deale-.
Send to:

NAME

SCHOO_

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

.4R3 2.7E

1111111111 MUSIC COMPE
1278 West Stt. St • Cle:elanL, Otto 44113
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rnusca
antiqua

of San Francisco

The most varied and complete
early music shop in the West

• • •

Fine domestic and imported
editions for:

recorder-harpsichord
viol-lute-guitar

flute-oboe-violin
vocal-choral

• • •

Moeck Rottenburgh recorders
Moeck Renaissance recorders

Autos, Yamaha and
Dolmetsch plastic recorders

Violas da Gamba
Baroque flute
Krummhorns

• • •

Our book selection comprises hun-
dreds of titles, including early music
books by Dart, Dolmetsch, Doning-
ton, Reese, Bukofzer, Apel, Hubbard,
Quantz, CPE Bach, Ganassi, Morley,
Arbeau, Burney, et at.

• • •

Mail and phone orders welcome

Write for our music
and book lists

MUSICA ANTIQUA
2530 California St.

San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 563-7266

1972; A REFERENCE BOOK FOR
RECORD COLLECTORS, DEALERS,
AND LIBRARIES. By David Edwin
Cooper. With a Preface by Guy A.
Marco. Littleton, Colorado 80120 (P.O.
Box 263): Libraries Unlimited, Inc.,
1975. (6 X 9 in., 272 p., $13.50 in U.S.
and Canada, $16.00 elsewhere)
This systematic bibliography is restricted to
Western art music, plus jazz & blues, but it
includes 1,908 serially numbered entries in
21 languages from 37 countries. Entries
are classified under two main sections,
Classical and Jazz & Blues, which in turn
are subdivided into the following areas of
interest: general guides and historical
surveys, buyers' guides, subjects, genres,
label discography, chronology. An index by
composers, performers, subjects, and dis-
tinctive monographic titles is also provided,
but the recorder is not listed in the index or
as a subject, although my article "J.S.
Bach's music for recorder on records. Part
I: The Brandenburg Concerti, BWV 1046-
1051" (AR, Fall 1968, XI, 116-123) is
listed under J.S. BACH-Brandenburg Con-
certi. I noticed too that Mr. Cooper's list of
U.S. periodicals including record reviews
(p. 234) is incomplete. These are minor
flaws, however, in an important work of
bibliography that will be useful to both
scholars and hi-fi enthusiasts.

The following book review is by Dr.
Sabina Teller Ratner.

POEM AND MUSIC IN THE GERMAN
LIED FROM GLUCK TO HUGO WOLF.
By Jack M. Stein. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1971. (6.25 X
9.5 in., 238 p., $10.00)

AR readers who have played transcriptions
of German art songs will be interested in
this study of the evolution of the lied
between 1750 and 1900. Though the song
analyses have been approached from the
poetry, they are will illustrated with musical
examples. Stein states: "I attempt to
analyze. through individual lieder, just how
lyric poetry and music are combined, what
problems are inherent in the form, and
whether there is an ideal way to effect this
combination." He concerns himself with
the interpretation of the poem by the
composer and its degree of faithfulness to
the intention of the poet.
Stein's consideration of the problems of

combining poem and music constitutes an
excellent introductory chapter. Then the
songs of Gluck, Reichardt, Zelter, Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven are examined,
followed by those of Schubert, Schumann,
Brahms, and Wolf. The creative output of
each composer is arranged according to
poet. A useful bibliography and index of
titles and first lines of poems and songs
complete the work.

The following book review is by Michael
G. Zadro, a professor in the Studio De-
partment of the Faculty of Fine and Per-
forming Arts at State University College,
New Paltz, New York. He collects flutes,
makes reproductions of Renaissance
flutes, and has published articles in
EARLY MUSIC.

A SURVEY OF MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENT COLLECTIONS IN THE UNI-
TED STATES AND CANADA. Conduc-
ted by a Committee of the Music Library
Association: William Lichtenwanger,

DOLMETSCH RECORDERS
Moeck - Aura- -Kung Recorders
Aulos - Dolmetsch Plastic Recorders
Renaissance Recorders
Historic Woodwinds

Write for our free catalog

IleW YORK RECORDER

WORKSBOP

61 WOOD STREET (OFF GEARY BLVD.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118—(415) 563-1287
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Dale Higbee, Cynthia Adams Hoover,
and Phillip T. Young. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Music Library Association,
1974: (6 X 9 in., xi and 135 p., cloth
$5.50, paper $4.00. Available from
Music Library Association, 343 South
Main Street, room 205, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48108)
The compilers of this instrumen: collection
survey, initiated by Dale Higbee in 1959,
are to be more than simply commended
for their labors in providing everyone
interested in musical instruments with a
valuable reference work. The volume,
though slim, encompasses 572 entries,
representing approximately 87,00 instru-
ments housed in museums, historical
societies, colleges, and universities, as well
as instruments accumulated by private
collectors. The work is notably more than a
survey but consitutes a veritable directory
of collection locations with mostly brief but
adequate descriptions of contents, empha-
sis if any, and the nature of viewing and
loan accessibility.
An obvious thought. which may inevita-

bly occur in many minds, is to question the
value of such a compilation, s.nce instru-
ment collectons are fluid entities which
may be and are sold, exchanged, or
completely dispersed in numerous ways.
But this is true of all esthetic and historic
collectibles and in no way mitigates against
the contribution the MIA Survey provides.
We must assume that the Survey will also
remain fluid and pertinent through the
issuance of subsequent editions reflecting
the changing state of collection noldings as
well as new listings ard deletions.
An attempt at defining what constitutes a

musical instrument and what does not
remains ambiguous and unresolved, thus
affectivg inclusions. Music boxes, for
example. are included, whereas cylinder
players are not. Both, however, produce
musical sounds by the surface activation of
rotating drums sans performer.
A number of entries unfortunately are

excessively wordy anc in some cases even
"chatty" or "folksy," a condition this re-
viewer found annoying in an otherwise
excellent effort aimed at clarity and
conciseness. Some entries were found to
contain erroneous information and all
correspondents so credited should forward
corrections to a member of the MLA
committee. Hopefully, in a future edition,
editorial revisions will eliminate such flaws.
Nevertheless, the volume as it stands
makes available an indispensable store-
house of information for all involved with
musical instruments.

usic

illage V Vorkshop Inc.
a non- profit center for the study & performance of early music

directed by
Jodi Vogel and Howard Vogel

RECORDER Beginner • Intermediate •
Advanced (with harpsichord)•

TEACHER TRAINING • Register
through The New School 66W. 12 St. NYC-

MIXED CONSORT•Winds & Strings •
INSTRUMENT MAKING • Violin
Dulcimer • Psaltery' Lute • Guitar •

Write for brochure

Village MusicWorkshop
24 Horatio St.
NYC 10014
(212)242-4087

VMW Country School
Woodstock

Wittenberg - Mt. Tremper Rd.
Mt. Tremper N.Y. 12457

(914)679-6249

WESTRON WYNDE

Recorder and Early Music Workshop

MOECK-STEINKOPF RECORDERS AND HISTORICAL INSTRUMENTS,
AULOS PLASTICS

Large selection of quality records and music-related Items

Barenrelter 1976 Music Calendars $5.95
Peters 1976 Music Calendars  $4.50

Pencils by the dozen:
GO FOR BAROQUE,Cream, black letters
SHAWM ON YOU, pink, red letters
$1.25 plus 25 cents postage and handling. Discount on quantities of 1
gross or more.

Folding cardboard table music stands.25 cents each plus postage.

RECORDS

DAS ALTE WERK "Englische Musik fur Blockfloten und Gamben-Consort".
Brueggen Consort with original instruments. Ravishing sound. Telefunken
SAVVT 9511-B. $6.98
DAS ALTE WERK. Handel's six sonatas for recorder played by Brueggen
on a Coolsma recorder. Telefunken SAWT 9421-B. $6.98
SPECTRA by Eduardo Alemann. Small recorc accompanied by score in
in graphic notation, easy and exciting to follow. Every recorder player
should own one. "Now" sounds, still musical. Fantastic new dimensions
for the recorder quartet. $5.50

RECORDER FROM ZERO•an excellent new method by Charles Fischer, for
soprano recorder. Every teach will want first one, then many. Ear training,
use of modes, "in character' teacher pupil duet material, invaluable
appendices. $3.95

419 Denison, Manhattan, Kansas 66502 (913) 537-0293
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MIDEAST ARS WORKSHOP
ST. VINCENT COLLEGE
LATROBE, PENNSYLVANIA

Sunday, August 1-Saturday, August 7, 1976

Renaissance and Baroque Music of Italy

Directors:
Marilyn Carlson, Richard Jacoby

Faculty will include:
Arnold Grayson, Richard Taruskin, Kenneth Wollitz

Information:
M id-East AIRS Workshop,
1603 Larch Street,
Akron, Ohio 44301

TELLURIDE TWO
ARS WORKSHOP

in Telluride, Colorado

June 19-26, 1976

Faculty
Paul John Skrobela (director), Matrha Bixler, Valerie
Citkowitz, Kitty Skrobela, Kenneth Wollitz, and additional

lt".. faculty.

Recorders—viols--Renaissance reeds—early brass—
IC: chorus—dance.

Information:
Barbara Martin

* Box 421
* Telluride, Colorado 81435

**************************41***************************
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

-A-
MIDWEST ARS WORKSHOP

ARS WORKSHOP * LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS * APPLETON, WISCONSIN
Sunday, August 8-Sunday, August 22, 1976 4fr, August 8-15, 1976
Italian music of the late Renaissance and early *
Baroque. Participants may attend for one or two * Director:
weeks. * Louise Austin, recorders & dance

* Faculty:
Director: Martha Bixler * Shelley Gruskin, flute and recorder
Assistant Director: Valerie Citkowitz * Phil Levin, reeds and recorders

%, Ruth Rubinow, viola da gamba
Information:
Valerie Citkowitz, "*., Faculty Assistants:
65 West 95th Street, lt"., Donald Austin, harpsichord
New York, NY 10025 "AZ Irmgard Bittar, recorders

Special attention will be given to performance practice for
recorder groups and mixed consorts, in addition to full

Tuition for all 1976 ARS Workshops will be $90.00 * instruction on early instruments. Musical pleasures wil l be
* enhanced by the beautiful environment and clean air.per week for ARS members and $100.00 per week -A-At_

for non-members [includes one-year ARS member- * Tuition: $90 and $100
ship]. Room and board will vary according to * Room & Board: Approximately $65
location. Scholarship help will be available to *

* Information:students. * lrmgard Bittar
* 301 Ozark Trail
* Madison, Wisconsin
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PUT-IN-BAY
EARLY MUSIC FESTIVAL
SOUTH BASS ISLAND
LAKE ERIE

July 18-24, 1976

I nstrumental classes for beginners and intermediates;
performance practice cf Renaissance and Baroque music for
intermediate and advanced players.

FACULTY
Suzanne Ferguson, recorders & early winds
Douglas Leonard, reccrders & early winds
El zabeth Walker Lane Baroque violin
E l zabeth Potteiger, viols
Theron McClure, violcrie

Full tuition, room, and board: $110

Information:
Douglas Leonard
2531 Glenmawr
Columbus, Ohio 43232
(614) 268-8463

I ndividuals—Consorts—Families

Recorder in Education Summer School

RECORDER '76

the Summer School for all
who play or teach the recorder

Mary Ward College of Education
Keyworth near Nottingham

July 29-August 5, 1976

Tutors

Edgar Hunt (Chairman), Walter Bergmann, Brian Bonsor,
Mary Bonsor, Paul Clark, Herbert Hersom and Ross Winters,
with Maria Boxall (harpsichoro).

Guest: Jeanette van Wingerden (Holland)

Daily tutorials (graded "beginners" to "advanced")—master
classes—private tuition —harpsichord tuition—renaissance
band—lectures—seminars on the recorder in education,
conducting and basso continuo.

Brochures from Miss C. Eyre, 2 Meadowhead Close, Sheffield
S8 7TX, England.

*******************************************************

EARLY MUSIC WORKSHOP

August 1-6, 1976

Sessions will specialize in instrument
maintenance and performance. Included
w i ll be repair and restoration of instru-
ments, intonation problems, and general
care. In addition, ensembles will be
formed for daily rehearsals of early
music, using performance practices of
the period in which the music was
written.

The workshop will be held at the State
U niversity College, New Paltz, New York,
which is scenically situated at the foot-
hills of the Catskill Mountains in the
historic Mid-Hudson Valley.

INFORMATION:

The Center for ContinJing Education
State University College
New Paltz, N.Y. 1256

ASHLAND WORKSHOP
IN RENAISSANCE
MUSIC AND DANCE

A summer performance work-
shop, July 17-25, 1976, at the site
of America's oldest Shakespear-
ean Festival, in Ashland, Oregon.
Presented by University Exten-
sion, University of California,
Berkeley. Faculty:

JON BAILEY, voice
(workshop director)

ANGENE FEVES, dance
CAROL HERMAN, viol
RAY NURSE, lute
JACK ASHWORTH, workshop

coordinator
TODD BARTON, music director,
Oregon Shakespeare Festival

Emphasis will be on the music of
William Byrd and John Dowland.
Attendance at one play and a
concert.

For details write to: Renaissance
Music and Dance, Dept. A J,
University Extension, University
of California, 2223 Fulton Street,
Berkeley, CA 94720, or call
(415) 642-4141.
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"Internationally acclaimed"

DOLMETSCH
SUMMER SCHOOL

31 July-7August 1976

Director: Carl Dolmetsch C.B.E.

The historic walled city of Chichester was a port in Roman
times, and at Fishbourne can be seen the impressive remains
of the largest Roman palace yet discovered in Britain. The
city's Norman Cathedral was commissioned in 1075 by
W i lliam the Conqueror. However, the city is principally
Georgian. Bishop Otter College, site of the sixth Dolmetsch
Summer School, stands compactly in spacious level
grounds, only a few hundred yards from the Chichester
Festival Theatre, which has a world-wide reputation for
staging the best of classical and contemporary theatre.

The School offers unrivalled tuition in a congenial and
educational environment. There wil l be seven graded recorder
classes ranging from beginner to master class. Special
features will include consort classes (one-to-a-part), two
concerts, guest lectures, a visit to Fishbourne and to the
Festival Theatre and a comprehensive music shop.

RECORDER FACULTY
Carl Dolmetsch, Jeanne Dolmetsch, Marguerite Dolmetsch,
Christine Blood, Evelyn Nallen, Lesley Sammons, Kathleen
Drake, Brian Blood.

VIOLA DA GAMBA FACULTY
Sheila Marshall, Marguerite Dolmetsch, Peter Vel

CHAMBER MUSIC FACULTY
John Solum (baroque and modern flute), Andrew Pledge
(harpsichord), Anthony Camden (baroque and modern oboe)

GUEST LECTURERS
Terry Pamplin: an i llustrated talk—"The Harpsichord, its

history and its construction."
Robert Spencer and Jil l Nott-Bower: "The Lute and Lute
M usic."

For full details please send a stamped, self-address envelope
to:

The Secretary, Miss J. Pite, Marley Copse, Marley Common,
Haslemere, Surrey, England

* VANCOUVER EARLY MUSIC
* PROGRAMME

* • Vancouver, B.C., Canada

* • BAROQUE MUSIC WORKSHOP
* August 9-21, 1976 Tuition: $150

* • BRUCE HAYNES, baroque oboe, recorder
* MARY CYR, viola da gamba
* HUGH MCLEAN, baroque organ
* DUO GEMINIANI: STANLEY RITCHIE, baroque violin

ELISABETH WRIGHT, harpsichord

* for intermediate and advanced players. Daily technique
* classes, solo and ensemble playing, and an introduction to

baroque dance by ANGENE FEVES.

*s, EARLY MUSIC WORKSHOP
17 August 16-21, 1976 Tuition: $75

* PETER SEIBERT, recorder; PAUL PALMER, recorder;
* HERBERT MYERS, recorders and renaissance reed instru-
* ments; GARY CHRICHTON, recorders, voice, renaissance
* band, sackbut; SHIRLEY MARCUS, recorder, viol; CHRISTEL
* THIELMANN, viol; CAROL HERMAN, viol; JOHN SAWYER,
* rebec, viol; RAY NURSE, lute; DOREEN OKE, harpsichord;
* ANGENE FEVES and assoclate, renaissance dance.

* For all levels of players of Renaissance and baroque music.
* Daily technique classes, mixed and whole consorts, lectures,
* choir, dance.

* • A full programme of French and Italian Renaissance dance is
* featured. Participants may choose to concentrate on dance or
* an instrument(s) or to partake of both.

EARLY MUSIC FESTIVAL
• August 10-20, 1976

****************************

WILFRED LAURIER UNIVERSITY
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Preliminary Announcement * • INFORMATION:
SUMMER WORKSHOP

I N BAROQUE MUSIC
July 12-August 7, 1976

Faculty will include:
HANS-MARTIN LINDE, recorder, traverso
SONYA MONOSOFF, baroque violin
NIGEL ROGERS, tenor
PEGGIE SAMPSON, viola da gamba

University credit course. Tuition: $250.00

Further information:

C.K. Mather,
Faculty of Music
WILFRED LAURIER UNIVERSITY
WATERLOO, ONTARIO, CANADA
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Five concerts of early music, three by the faculties of the
workshops and two by the distinguished Vancouver groups,
the CECILIAN ENSEMBLE and HORTULANI MUSICAE.
Workshop participation includes free attendance at concerts.

The VANCOUVER EARLY MUSIC PROGRAMME
IS SPONSORED BY:

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC, UNIVERSITY OF B.C.
CENTRE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION,
U NIVERSITY OF B.C.

VANCOUVER SOCIETY FOR EARLY MUSIC

Location: the beautiful University of B.C. campus
University reside-ice accomodation available.

* John E. Sawyer
* Director, VEMP
* Department of Music
* University of B.C.
* Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5

****************************

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
EARLY MUSIC WORKSHOP

August 2-6, 1976

Faculty:

Shelley Gruskin, recorder, flute, krummhorn
Mary Springfels, gamba, medieval strings
Paul O'Dette, lute, cittern, chitarone

Information:
Harry Elzinga
Creative Arts Center
West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia 26506



CHAMBER MUSIC WEEK at
PINEWOODS CAMP
BUZZARDS BAY, MASSACHUSETTS
Saturday, July 24-Saturday, July 31, 1976

Renaissance and Baroque Music.
Bicentennial, English and American.

Program Director
Martha Bixler

Information:
Country Dance and Song Society,
55 Christopher Street,
New York, NY 10014
Tel.: AL5-8895

Room, board, and program:
$155.00
Work scholarships will be available.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
 

INSTITUTE FOR
RENAISSANCE INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

July 31-August 6, 1976

Faculty:
Allan Dean, cornetto, slide trumpet
Sally Logemann, shawm, dulcian
Ben Peck, sackbut
Lucy Bardo, viol, vielle
Ben Harms, percussion (including pipe-and-tabor)

Instruction and coaching on al l sizes of these instruments as
well as on recorder and krumm horn as secondary instruments.
Also, classes on rhythm and meter, ensemble playing, and
renaissance instrumentation.

Tuition cost: $130.00

Further information:
Institute for Renaissance Instrumental Music
Pennsylvania State Uniyersity
University Park, PA 16802

scarborough college
university of toronto

GEarly GIVIusic
GWorkshop

July 4 — July 16, 1976

instruments
voices
ensembles
private lessons

concerts
instrument making
performance practice

For brochure and applications write:
Timothy J. McGee, Director
Early Music Workshop
Scarborough College
University of Toronto
1 265 Military Trail
West Hill, Ontario
Canada M1C 1A4
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The Fourth Mid-winter Workshop in
Early Music, held by the ARS in
conjunction with the Miami Chapter,
was an adventurous happening.
Dates? January 2-8, 1976. Faculty?
Arnold Grayson (Director:), Judith
Davidoff, Eric Leber, Morris New-
man, Richard Taruskin. Place? Bis-
cayne College, Miami, Florida. Ac-
commodations consisted of oversize
double rooms with private baths,
food was plentiful, fresh, varied, on
occasion even of gourmet calibre, and
weather, swimming pool, amenable
staff and friendly co-students con-
spired to make the workshop a
genuine, fine musical experience.
Heinrich Isaac (1450-1517)—alias

Isaak, Izac, Ysach—was the hero of
the week. Music by other giants such
as Josquin and Senfl, Susato and

Miami Workshop
SHULAMIT CHARNEY

anon, could be heard through class-
room windows and doors opened to
combat heat and stuffiness. But the
accent was decidedly upon Isaac's
excitingly intricate rhythms, original
musical ideas, rich textures, both
sacred and secular. Even during the
free-play afternoon sessions in
people's rooms his music dominated.
Mornng classes included a col-

legium (Richard) and instrumental
techniques on recorders, viols, and
buzzies or "nasties" (Morris and Eric,
Judith, Arnold, respectively). Ele-
mentary capped reed and viol classes
were also given. There was a group
that indulged in "breathing, blowing.
and bending" (Eric). Lunch at noon,
hot and cold, always caught us by
surprise.
A restful or overambitious after-

noon followed, according to the
needs, wills, and whims of the
participants. At 5:30 PM, too early
for us "elegant Romans," there was
dinner. Then the workshop took wing
again.
Six-thirty saw most of us either at

Eric's rhythm/percussion class, tap-
ping each other's knees and speaking
precise "da's" (shades of non- or
anti-art Dada—"Travesties"—and the
Russian for "yes" insinuated them-
selves into this student's concentra-
tion), or preparing for the Renais-
sance dance band with Morris.
Seven-thirty was collating time for

Isaac Masses, and at 8 PM they were
sung and played with gusto (Richard
invariably had more than we): the
six-part Missa "Virgo prudentissima,"
and Missa de Beata Virgine, and the

Harpsichord &
Forte piano Kits
AUTHENTIC INSTRUMENTS IN KIT FORM

Replicas of 18th century keyboard instruments
for construction by the amateur craftman:

French double-manual harpsichord by
Pascal Taskin (1769)

Viennese fortepiano by Johann Andreas
Stein (1784) as restored by Philip Belt

The kits supply carefully finished parts,
complete materials, detailed instructions
and drawings.

Three Centuries of Harpsichord Making
Harvard University Press, 815

For kit brochures or book write:
FRANK HUBBARD
185A-R Lyman Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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four-part Missa "La mi la sol/o
praeclara," and the Missa "La Bassa-
danza" (or "La Spagna"). Everybody
participated on one instrument or
another—including the capped reeds
known as vocal chords (credit: Shel-
ley Gruskin). Exhausted and happy,
we would end the formal part of the
day with either Renaissance or square
dancing, expertly led by Judith or Eric
out of doors. There was no penalty
attached to turning in or playing ping
pong, which some did instead. On the
last evening there was also a short
student concert and a party with
dancing again.
Next year is the anniversary of

Machaut's death (1377). His music
will be the focus of the 1977
workshop. There will be lectures
about him and his music, about ficta
and other subjects of interest to Early
Music lovers.
The faculty concert, entitled

ISAAC & CO., took place mid-week,
that is to say on Sunday, January 4.
"& CO." included Dufay, Senfl,
Finck, Susato, and Praetorius. It was
a lovely concert despite the faculty's
short residence together. (Instruments
used were viola da gamba, recorder,
krummhorn, percussion, rankett,
shawm, harp, cornetto, and guitar.)
This listener missed the human voice,
which lends a fuller texture (verbal
meaning too, of course) to any early
music ensemble. But a small work-
shop cannot afford more than five
faculty members. So it is up to the
ARS membership to see to it that
more students register. Then a singer
could be included among the roster.
A word about the general atmos-

phere of this workshop, my fifth:
genial, open, uncliquish—a splendid
environment indeed, in which we
could learn and play, play and learn.

Recorder Centre of Maine
AULOS PLASTIC RECORDERS
A207 Sopranino, 3 sections, double holes 4 20
A105 Soprano, 3 sections 420
A309 Alto, curved windway 13.50
A211 Tenor 27.50
• Special Consort price  47.00
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. ALL PRICES PLUS POSTAGE.

• We have recorders by Moeck, "Aura" by Coolsma,
Roessler Oberlenders and Dulcia models, and recorders by
Heinrich, Schneider, and Aulos.

• Also, historical winds by Moeck/Steinkopf, Korber, Monk,
and, occasionally, instruments by Hanchet, and Wood.

• And. Viols, lutes and lute kits, psalteries, percussion
instruments, recorder and lute music, MMO records, and
materials for elementary music education.

PO Box 2.16
HAMPDEN HiEMLANDS rviAtNE 04}41.1

FLEMISH HARPSICHORD
Handcrafted Historical Reproductions

DONALD RoGERS

geart.id,074 QfnaL,
28 PARK AVENTTE

AMITYVILLE, NEW YORK 11701
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THE FAMOUS
ROTTENBURGH

gt RECORDERS
made in the Moeck workshop

Available through their designer
FRIEDRICH VON HUENE

)tc-N

EXPERT SELECTION AND
SERVICE GUARANTEED

other Moeck recorders
also available

)tc•N

Please inquire about our
Imported

Renaissance and Baroque
instruments

.1)tL'N

For further information write to:

VON HUENE

WORKSHOP

65 Boylston St.
Brookline, Mass. 02146
Telephone (617) 277-8690
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Correspondence

Recorder Woods

First of all, I would like to agree with
Mr. Davidson that the literary licen-
tiousness of the "eager lignophile"
quoted in "Observations On the
Relation Between Wood and Tone
Quality in Recorders" (The American
Recorder, Vol. XVI, Number 3)
almost begs for the stating of a strong
counter-dogma. However, some of
Mr. Davidson's points in support of
his own views leave much to be
desired. The most blatant misrepre-
sentation in the article is the impli
cation that those who claim to be able
to detect a relationship between wood
and tone quality could do so in a
comparison between different makes
of recorders. To the best of my
knowledge, this claim has never been
made. Rather, the contention is that,
among otherwise identical instru-
ments, the material is responsible for
a secondary but noticeable difference
in tone quality. Indeed, the "compari-
sons" quoted in the article are in fact
taken out of context, for they refer
not to all instruments, but to one
model by one manufacturer (Moeck)
which used to be available in the four
woods listed. (Bubinga has now
replaced plumwood in this maker's
inventory.) The accuracy of claims
regarding tone quality must therefore
be considered on a much more subtle
scale than Mr. Davidson has used, for
clearly the primary determinants of
tone quality are design and work-
manship.
Mr. Davidson's comments regard-

ing the psychological need to justify
the purchase of expensive instruments
using "exotic" woods are, in my view,
highly suspect. Simple observation
tells us that professional musicians
cannot, as a rule, afford the luxury
of indulging their aesthetic sensibili-
ties with an instrument whose extrin-
sic value does not include some
intrinsic value as well. So, if a
professional recorder player prefers
grenadilla to maple, we can conclude
in general that it is because he or she
thinks that the more expensive mater-
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ial is better in terms of sound,
durability, and stability.
A more fruitful inquiry would be to

ask why recorder manufacturers
would try to convince us that maple
and pear are as acceptable for
recorders• as some other material.
These woods are indeed relatively
common." They grow in the temper-
ate zones of the Northern hemisphere
near centers of industrial activity and
are plentiful and accessible. However,
they have little natural resistance to
moisture penetration and are so
unstable that they must be artificially
stabilized (e.g., by paraffin impregna-
tion) before they can be used for wind
instruments. Even with this extra
processing step, mass-production
quantities of these woods may be
accumulated at less cost than com-
parable quantities of inherently better
materials. The resulting instruments
may be good or bad, just as with the
best of materials, but there is no
reason to interpret the abundance of
pearwood recorders as having any
more than an economic justification.
A large part of Mr. Davidson's

article concerns not initial tone
quality, but the retention of tone
quality as a function of durability and
stability of the instrument. It is
obvious that Mr. Davidson has not
done much work with wood, for he
does not know that many of the
exotic woods which he downgrades
are really more durable and stable
than maple and pear. Others, such as
plumwood and bubinga, are not very
exotic" in their properties, but are
used because of their attractiveness,
availability, and suitability in at least
a gross sense. The implied relation-
ship between hardness and a tendency
to split does not exist for instruments
properly made and cared for. More
importantly, the harder woods, by
virtue of their high density and
uniform texture, are actually easier to
work with than softer varieties when
subjected to the operations required
for making wind instruments. Rose-
wood, for example, is usually dense
and uniformly fine-grained. Its high
natural oil content makes it relatively
impervious to moisture penetration.
It bores cleanly, takes detail well, and
is easy to turn and finish on a lathe.
Maple, on the other hand, is relative-

THE RECORDER
FROM ZERO

"...presents the most extensive and well thought-out selection of
12th to 17th century recorder tunes available in any recorder method.
The appendices are truly impressive. They supply a wealth of
information concerning reference material, recorder literature,
available recordings, and recorder makers."

—Todd Barton, Westcoast Early Music

RFZ, BY CHARLES P. FISCHER, IS A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH FOR
BEGINNERS ON THE SOPRANO RECORDER WHICH TREATS THE
INSTRUMENT IN ITS PROPER HISTORICAL CONTEXT, USING RENAISSANCE
MODAL THEORY, EAR-TRAINING EXERCISES TO ENCOURAGE IMPROV-
ISATION, RENAISSANCE TONGUING, AND OPTIONAL SECTIONS ON
SOLMIZATION AND MODAL COUNTERPOINT.

RFZ is available at better music •stores or directly by mail from
Unicorn Music, 511 Raymond No. 9, Santa Monica CA 90405. $3.95
each (Calif. residents add 6 percent). Quantity discounts for teachers
or schools.

Hotteterre T-shirts still available in S, M, L, or XL
$12.00/3, $9.00/2, or $5.50 each ppd.

RECORDER & MUSIC
A Quarterly Magazine for all interested in the Recorder,

edited by Edgar Hunt

Interviews with leading players
Schools section edited by H. Hersom
Articles—fully illustrated
Reviews of music, concerts, etc.
The Society of Recorder Players

Published in March, June, September, and December by Schott & Co. Ltd.,
48 Great Marlborough Street, London WIV 2BN: USA contact Magnamusic
Distributors, Inc., Sharon, Connecticut 06069
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Woodwinds
At Old Pitch

JONATHON A. LANDELL  
Baroque Flute - after Stanesbv  
Renaissance Flute Consort  

(Modern Pitch)

Bicentennial Fifes

RICHARD PALM
Alto Recorder -after Oberlender
Dulcians & Baroque Bassoons

(In Development)

ENQUIRIES TO: 33 Richdale Ave
Cambridge, Mass. 02140 U.S.A.

nathon
J°flutemakers Verne Q Powell-- !chard Palm

&Landell was trained at the Boston

was trained in the Von Huene workshop

TEACHERS, SCHOOLS
Very special price to you. For class use or
resale to students: Book of 54 Bach
melodies for solo Soprano or Tenor
recorder. Spindle bound, 81/2 X 11.
Sample copy $1.00

PEACE VALLEY PRESS
RFD2

Athol, MA 01331

IJohn
R.
McCann

CORNETTS
[krumme Zinken]

Information on Request

P.O. Box 4543
Arlington, VA 22204
(703) 820-2397

0666600066Z
James F. Bartram, Jr.

Historical Woodwinds

Renaissance Flutes
and Recorders

Information on request:

27 Marsh Street, Newport, RI 02840

401-847-2519

06660660000

ly soft, light, and coarse-grained. Due
to the summer-winter cycle in the
temperate zones, its texture is highly
non-uniform. It tends to tear when
turned on a lathe, and it "pushes off'
the tool, resulting in a tendency to
turn and bore slightly out of round. It
does not take detail well, and its
softness makes it relatively difficult to
finish to a blemish-free surface.
These difference are not absolute,

nor do they proscribe the use of
inexpensive woods in their proper
place, but they do impose limitations
and responsibility on makers of recor-
ders. An obvious point is that the
variation within wood species is
extreme. There are many types of
"rosewood," some of which are not at
all suited for wind instruments.

THE
KOCH

RECORDER
HAVERHILL,

NEW HAMPSHIRE 03765

Tel. (603) 989-5620

Illustrated Folder on Request

Established 1936

HARPSICHORDS,
CLAVICHORDS,
AND VIRGINALS

Authentic classical designs, for home
construction by the amateur builder.
Write for free brochure.

ZUCKERMAN

HARPSICHORDS INC.

12 Grand Street, P.O. Box 121
Stonington, Conn. 06378

Similarly, there are many different
types of maple; the type favored by
European manufacturers is quite dif-
ferent from (and inferior to) the wood
used by some American instrument
makers. The availability of certain
woods in large sizes makes their use
imperative for large instruments. In
some cases the acute shortage of
tropical woods has more than an
economic impact; it is disheartening
to see beautiful and rare materials
wasted on common, or worse, mass-
produced recorders. On the other
hand, it is just as wasteful to produce
really fine instruments from inferior
materials. They are not as durable
and stable, and the labor involved
may actually be more for the inferior
material than for one which has the
desired natural properties. In sum-
mary, reputable instrument makers
do not use expensive woods for their
snob appeal, or to indulge a flair for
the bizarre. They use them because
they believe, based on observation
and experience, that these materials
will provide the best medium for
translating their ideas into reality.
The differences in working qualities

of various woods brings me to the
final point of this letter, that is an
explanation for the differences recor-
der players claim to be able to assign
instruments apparently identical ex-
cept for their material. Apart from
the questions of the acoustic inter-
action of an instrument and its
vibrating air column, which will
continue to be debated, there is no
doubt that different materials respond
differently to identical operations and
care applied during the manufactur-
ing process. Thus, the interior sur-
faces of a maple recorder are charac-
teristic of maple, and no other wood.
It is not unreasonable to expect, as a
result, a subtle tonal difference be-
tween a maple recorder and the same
instrument manufactured in the same
way from some other wood. Whether
this difference can actually be detec-
ted and used as a basis for selecting an
instrument is a question each player
must decide for himself.

David R. Brooks
Yorktown, VA
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Columbus, Ohio, Chapter

Our Chapter meets monthly with ap-
proximately twenty-five members in at-
tendance. We participate in group playing
at various levels, but our members ex-
pressed a desire for more smaller groups
this next season. Our chapter musical
directors, Doug Leonard, Suzanne
Ferguson, Dick Fuller, Marge Grieser, and
Bob Lowry, alternate directing.
The highlight of our last season was a

two-day workshop, followed by a con-
cert, with Kenneth Wollitz and Martha
Bixler, April 5-6 at Hughes Hall, Ohio
State University. This was well attended
by members of our chapter and other
players from cities throughout Ohio.
Suzanne Ferguson and Doug Leonard

were on the Faculty of the Put-in-Bay,
Lake Erie Workshop, August 10-16.
Suzanne and Doug also performed in a
series of informal lunch "Rug Concerts" of
early music in the Hopkins Hall Art
Gallery at Ohio State University. These
concerts included a Renaissance Wind
Band, Recorder and Viol Consorts, a cit-
tern and guitars with baroque trumpets.
The "Trouvere Trio" played for a

Shakespearian style wedding in the Am-
phitheater at Mirror Lake, Ohio State
University Campus. They also performed
in an early music concert at the Ohio
Historical Society Museum. Members of
the trio are Helen Erfurt, Ruth Rieppel,
and 5hirley Calhoun. The were assisted
by Al tamae Calkins with percussion.
Various workshops were attended by

Dan Grieser, Altamae Calkins, Dorothy
Hubbell, Janice-Harris, and Cralg Kridel.
Craig organized a Renaissance Street Fair
earlier in the summer.
Elected officers for the current year are:

Ron Cook, President; Becky Parrish,
Secretary; Dan Greiser, Treasurer; and
Helen Erfurt, Chapter Representative.

Helen Erfurt

ADDRESS CHANGE

Please note the new address for
Neil Seely, Chapter News Editor: 44
Willow Pond Road, Penfield, NY
14526. All Chapter News should be
sent to him rather than to the editor
of THE AMERICAN RECORDER.

Chapter News

Peninsula Recorder Society
(Virginia)

The highlights of our 1974-75 season were
two informal performances, being the first
opportunities for many of us to play in
public. In the fall, WE were asked to help
give an authentic flavor to a brass rub-
bings exhibition and -sale which was held
at the parish house of Bruton Parish
Church in Williamsbug, Va., as a benefit
fcr the Monumenta. Brass Society of
England. Twice during the day we entered
the hall in procession (led by krummhorn

and percussion) and played a group of
Renaissance dances before a backdrop of
larger-than-life rubbings of knights.
Following that, Lee and Gail Ticknor led
six costumed dancers in a demonstration
of the Bransle des pois while Carl and
May Daw accompanied on soprano
recorder and tambourine.

In the spring, following a good
newspaper article on our chapter, the
Society for Creative Anachronism contac-
ted us to supply music for a medieval feast
marking the formation of the Hampton,
Va., barony (chapter) of their society.
Between courses of the lengthy meal,
which included venison and cold cherry
soup, seven of us played an assortment of
medieval and Renaissance music ranging
from the spirited processional from the
Play of Daniel to the subdued "Ah Robin,
Gentle Robin" by Cornyshe. After the
meal the banqueters made brave attempts
to dance to some of our pavans, bransles,
and galliards, teaching us that the proper
tempo of a galliard when danced is just
short of exhaustion for the players!

May B. Daw

WOODWIND
by INSTRUMENTS
CHARLES COLLIER

MUTE CORNETTO IN "G"
after Leipzig Collection

MUTE CORNETTO IN "A"
after Brussels Collection

MUTE CORNETTINO IN "D"

BASS FLUTE IN "G"
after Verona Collection

ALTO-TENOR FLUTE IN "D"
after Brussels Collection

For further information:

DESCANT FLUTE IN "G" or "A"
after Brussels Collection

Chorales Collie

TENOR SHAWM IN "C"
(without extensions)

after Prague Collection

ALTO SHAWM IN "G"
after Brussels Collection

TREBLE SHAWM IN "D"
after Brussels Collection

BOX 9442 • BERKELEY, CA. 94709
TEL: (415) 545-6389

.1•••=•••

Other instruments
in planning stage.
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Denver Chapter

The Denver Chapter held its elections and
the new officers for the 1975-76 season are
as follows: President, Noel Johnson;
Secretary, Sharon Helton; Treasurer,
Margaret Pull; Librarian, Georgeanne
Weiser; Music Directors, Augusta Bleys
and Constance Primus; ARS Chapter
Representative, Richard Conn.

Richard Conn

West University Chapter

Since our organization in April and sub-
sequent chartering in June, the West
University (Houston area) Chapter has
been quite active. We have had two suc-
cessful fund-raising sales which enabled us
to purchase a bass recorder for the Chap-
ter. Purchased in Europe by Helens
Kolenda, the Moeck Meister bass will
float among the various individuals and
ensembles wishing to learn it and use it in
multi-part music.

In June we sponsored a retreat-picnic at
the Coushatte Recreation Ranch, about 50
miles outside of Houston. It was a lot of
fun for everyone who attended. We in-
vited the members of the Austin Chapter,
and Feme Allen came. We hope to have

SPERRHAKE

HARPSICHORDS

Excellent
Dependable
Beautiful

Moderate in price

8710 Garfield St.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034

ROBERT S. TAYLOR

some joint events with our friends in the
capitol, and in other unchartered areas of
Texas. A wide selection of music was pur-
chased for the event, and retreaters swam
in the lake, played recorders by the shore,
and joined in a folk dance demonstration
following a cold buffet supper.
Our Chapter has a music library,

housed in the West University Public
Library. The facilities make it convenient
for everyone wishing to check out music,
and the county library heads feel our
music to be a valuable increment to their
system.
We have enjoyed guest conductors at

our monthly meetings, drawing from the
early music faculty of Rice and Houston
Baptist Universities. The format has been
group playing of sight-read music and
homemade refreshements in our members'
homes. Harmon Ferguson, who in ad-
dition to his executive banking skills is
music director for West University
Methodist Church, has conducted at our
meetings. Harmon has a wonderful knack
for recognizing the musical capacity in a
group and attaining it, making them
sound well, but never making anyone feel
desperate.
We hope to host a workshop down here

in the future, and sponsor some
concerts.

Lauren Boehme

ENCORE of Madison, Ltd. Chapter

"Music to the people" is the goal of EN-
CORE of Madison, Ltd., the newest ARS
chapter of Madison, Wisconsin. Under
the direction of Ruth Feige and Margaret
Peterson, ENCORE has been introducing
"early music" and "historical instruments"
to as large a segment of the general public
in Madison as it has had time for.
Although formally organized as a tax-
exempt non-profit organization only since
May 1975, ENCORE was awarded an Art
grant by the City of Madison that same
month for a project teaching musical con-
cepts to children in the city's day camps
using recorders, krummhorns, voices, and
percussion. The project was so successful
that ENCORE has just recently completed
two more performances for area public
schools, as part of their cultural arts
programs, and intends to continue these
performances into next year.

In addition, ENCORE has performed

for the Madison Art Center's Sidewalk
Art Fair, the Potter's Guild Show and
Sale, and the Madison Art Guild; and per-
formances coming up include the Madisdn
Public Library, the Madison Art Center,
and the University of Wisconsin Elvehjem
Art Center.
The members of ENCORE perform in

Renaissance dress, and instruments used
by the group include recorders, krumm-
horns, gamba, Renaissance flute, guitar,
harpsichord, percussion, and voice.

Mann County, California, Chapter

At the Fall Election, the following officers
were chosen: Richard Judd, President;
Joann Disbrow, Vice President; Trude
Burke, Secretary; Barbel Jacobs,
Treasurer; Alfred Spalding, ARS Chapter
Representative. The Chapter presently
has 35 members meeting at Redwoods
Presbyterian Church in Larkspur on the
third Friday evening of each month, and
conductors are obtained on a rotation
basis from several able recorderists in the
bay area. At our last meeting, Peter
Ballinger directed us in a variety of music,
including double choirs by Frescobaldi and
Guami. We expect to put on a program of
recorder music for the public sometime in
the late spring. And, as we have done for
the past dozen years, we look forward to
a spring weekend on the slopes of Mt.
Tamalpais, overlooking the bay.

Alfred Spalding
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WHY WAIT . . .

Immediate delivery on our large selection of high quality instruments by
well-known makers.

Recorders by: Moeck, Fehr, Dolmetsch, Kung, "Aura" (Coolsma), Hein-
rich, Hohner, "Purcell," Aulos, Yamaha

Historical Instruments by: Moeck/Steinkopf, Koerber, Monk, Kelischek,
"Aardvark," Meinl St Lauber

Our new 30-page illustrated catalog has the details. Send $1.00 (refundable
with your first purchase) with your request.

NEW: Harpsichords of Exceptional Quality by brilliant new maker

JOHN WATSON

"ALthenticity of tone stressed through light construction and classical design."

Available on short delivery at reasonable prices!

Double manual French model-8', 8', 4', buff stop, coupler
Single manual Flemish model-8', 4', buff stop
Single manual Italian model-8', 8', buff stop

Other models and instruments in the works. WRITE for the details!

Fine Quality Recorders
Recorder and Early Music Editions
Historical Wind Inst-uments
Books and Records
Studio 49 "Orff" Percussion Instruments
Suzuki Method String & Piano Publications

VISIT US—By Appointment, Please!!!
358 South Grove Street
East Aurora, New York 14052
Telephone: (716) 652-8926

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

THE AMERICAN RECORDER SOCIETY
141 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011

Enclosed is $

E New or Revived Membership ($10.00)
O Continuing Membership ($7.5))
O High School Membership ($5.30)

0 Check
Cl Money Order

Two members of a family
may share a membership.

Membership from September 1, 19  to August 31, 19 
The membershi year is from September 1 to August 31st of the following year.

NAME: (DrIMs./Mrs./Miss/Mr.)  

ADDRESS:  

CITY STATE ZIP 

O I am not affiliated.
O I am affiliated with the chapter.

Those joining tie society through chapter affiliation should pay their national dues througi the chapter.

Please make creck or money order payable to the American Recorder Society, Inc., and mail to above address.
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HARGAIL 
Specializing in Recorders and Recorder Music Sole U.S.A. distributor of the Finest Recorder 

SINCE 1941 THE SWISS KUENG 

Hargail is the U.S.A. agent for the new model HARVARD 
plastic soprano recorder, made of the finest materials, 
unbreakable, fine intonation, accurate pitch. 3 piece 
model, English and German fingerings. List $2.75 
including bag, chart, etc. 

NEW AND RECENT 

by Walter Bergmann 
Five Songs ior Christmas: for Voices, Recorders, Percussion and Piano ....................... $1.95 
When the Saints Go Marching in for Orff School Orchestra ................................... $2.25 
The Old Brass Wagon for Orff School Orchestra ............... _ ...........• _ ................ $2.00 

Pat-A-Pan for Orff School Orchestra ........................................................... $2.50 
Casey Jones for Orff School Orchestra ...................................................... $3.95 
Two American Suites: American Indian and Peruvian for 

Soprano (Descant) and Piano ............................................................. $1.75 
Sixteen American Folksongs for Soprano Recorder with easy piano accompaniments ......... $1.75 

by David Lasocki and Walter Bergmann 
Wm. Babell Concerto in C Major: for Soprano recorder and keyboard* ........................ $3.25 
Corelli Sonata in F Major for Alto recorder and keyboard* .......................... _ .......... $2.75 

• recorded by Frans Brueggen 

by Harold Newman 
0 Mistress Mine and other Elizabethan Songs in Shakespeare. Soprano solo .................. $1.50 
In the Beginning-The Recorder: The very first book for soprano recorder .................... $1.50 

The Follow-up Recorder Book for advanced beginners: soprano ................................. $2.25 

by Peter Seibert 
Johann Pezel, Su te a 5 (SSA TB, SSTTB), score and parts ..................................... $3.25 

HARGAIL MUSIC, INC. 
28 West 38th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018 Telephone: (212) 245-7246 
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The American Recorder Society, Inc. 
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New York, N.Y. 10011 
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